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At about the same time, I had my stories published and, in the process, met
Rabbi Zvi Holland of the Phoenix Community Kollel. In appreciation for a
review he wrote of my book, I decided to do volunteer marketing for the
Kollel’s classes on Jewish meaning and spiritual living. I thought it would
be an intellectual challenge to market Jewish events. In working with the
Kollel, though, I slowly began to learn more about my own heritage and was
amazed at the beauty of it all. Almost by accident, I had discovered ways to
add more depth to our family.
One day, Rabbi Holland asked me to speak to a group of college students
about quitting the corporate scene to focus on my family. I enjoyed the
students and received invitations to speak at nursing homes, women’s

W

groups and health clinics. It was around this time that Rabbi Holland set

elcome to American Jewish Spirit Magazine! We hope you

me upon my new path – he suggested I create a magazine with the Kollel

will enjoy our premiere issue in anticipation of the holiday

to share these enriching values with Jews around the country and around

of Shavuot. We are excited to be reaching 25,000 households

the world.

throughout the United States and in 33 countries across the world!
A year later, I’m honored to share with you a Jewish magazine deep in
How did I come to publish American Jewish Spirit? Growing up I didn’t

content and beautiful in format. Whether you’re reading on the couch, at

know much about anything Jewish. I spent 15 years in marketing - the

the kitchen table or on the airplane, my heart and soul are here with you.

last 5 years at a Fortune 200 high-tech company. I worked fast and furious.
Days and evenings blurred. I hardly saw my family let alone the inside

We are excited to bring you the most popular writers in the Torah world

of my house. Maybe you can relate. But I had a turning point when my

today who inspire thousands worldwide. So enjoy the magazine! Come

mother-in-law died. My daughter was 4 and my son was 1. I starting asking

learn with us as we share the wonder of discovering our Torah through the

myself questions like, “Who am I? Why are we here?” I was 34 and was first

lives and stories of the ordinary yet amazing people highlighted in American

beginning to wonder, “What will my kids think about me when I’m gone?

Jewish Spirit. Together, let’s breathe new life into the world’s most enduring

Are they going to remember me by the corporate awards and my resume?

miracle – the immortal Jewish Spirit.

Couldn’t more depth and meaning be added to our lives?”
June 2005 | www.ajspirit.com

With gratitude to Hashem,
Don’t get me wrong. I loved my job and my life. But somehow, something
needed enhancement. Throughout this process I kept a journal.The journal

Robin Davina Meyerson

contained stories of a series of amazing coincidences and miracles that were
happening in my life. The stories were kept over a two year period about

Robin is the author of A Son Returns; True Stories of Serendipity

my mother-in-law’s quest to find her missing Scottish family and her battle

and Divine Intervention, available at 1.888.280.7715 or at

with cancer, and about two frightening car accidents I experienced. These

www.authorhouse.com.

events encouraged me to slow down, re-evaluate my priorities and trust my
instincts. After six months of reflection and a financial reality check, I quit
full time work to dedicate myself to my family.
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Frumster.com.
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BODY & SOUL

LOOKING FOR EXCITING SUMMER PLANS WITH GREAT PEOPLE, TRAVEL AND OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES? HOW ABOUT INCLUDING AN AWESOME OPPORTUNITY TO DISCOVER YOUR
SPIRITUAL HERITAGE AT THE SAME TIME? HERE IS A REVIEW OF SOME OF THIS SUMMER’S
BEST PROGRAMS.

HERITAGE RETREATS (18 TO 28 ONLY)
The relaxed, picturesque setting of Heritage

SINAI RETREATS – YOUR PERSONAL JEWISH
EXPERIENCE, (SINGLES 18-36)

Retreats allows you to “explore Judaism in

Sinai Retreats takes place in Warrensburg,

the great outdoors.” Hike local trails or take a

New York, nestled in the majestic foothills of

leisurely boat ride on one of the nearby lakes.

the Adirondack Mountains. It is a beautiful

Mountain bike, swim, play basketball, or take a

opportunity to ask about the practical and the

nature walk on one of the local trails.

profound; to learn about ethics, identity, and
spirituality. The expert staff is hand-picked for

For over twenty years, young adults have come

their extensive experience with interested

to Heritage Retreats looking for a unique

Jews of all backgrounds and their sensitivity to

opportunity to experience the vitality of

different needs. Participants are provided with

Judaism. Through inspiring lectures, provocative

the option of one-on-one discussion to customize

discussion groups, and personal tutorials, the

their learning experience. The presence and

faculty addresses the issues that are important to

participation of the families of the staff and the

today’s young people.

guests enhance the community ambiance.

Whether you’re a beginner or more advanced,

This two-week summer experience gives Jewish

you’ll be an active participant in the Torah’s

men and women from diverse backgrounds

ongoing dialogue about life’s most essential

and affiliations an opportunity to explore how

questions. The heritage of the Jew is inspiring,

meaningful it can be to be Jewish. At Sinai, you

relevant and profound. In just two weeks, you

will engage in a vibrant excursion through

can lay a foundation for a lifetime of growth and

contemporary and classical Jewish thought.

direction.

Perhaps even more importantly, you will take

June 2005 | www.ajspirit.com

this journey in a warm, open environment that
For more information, visit

makes it easy to ask straight-forward questions.

www.heritageretreats.com or
call (888) 473-9779.

For more information, visit
www.sinairetreats.com or
call (301) 807 2434.
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JERUSALEM FELLOWSHIPS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN (18-26)

LEGACY RETREATS

Jerusalem Fellowships are offered by Aish

natural attractions outside of New York City as

HaTorah, the world’s pre-eminent leader in

well as national and historical landmarks. You

dynamic Jewish programming for young adults

may spend a full day in Manhattan touring major

of all backgrounds. Each year, tens of thousands

attractions or get wet while rafting a raging river.

worldwide enjoy their Jewish excursions,

You are assured you will have an adventurous

innovative seminars, and the award-winning

experience. Enjoy a kumzits sing-along around a

Aish.com website. Over the past 18 years, the

fire while BBQ grills serve you the best of New

Jerusalem Fellowships Israel programs have

York’s kosher cuisine. Bring along your own

inspired thousands of Jewish college students

musical instruments and add to the electrifying

and young adults to connect with the land of

experience.

During this 10-day retreat, you will tour local

Israel and their Jewish heritage.
Legacy Retreats provide collegiate and young
The Jerusalem Fellowships offer three types of

professional men with initial exposure to the

programs.

richness and depth of Torah heritage while
making the most of a summer vacation. Legacy

ISRAEL EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS

retreats feature prominent guest lecturers

The Jerusalem Fellowships Birthright Israel

alongside our in-house staff.This creative learning

program offers a variety of opportunities

experience integrates modern philosophical

including:

educational

debate with age-old Jewish wisdom. Legacy runs

programming, volunteerism, exposure to Israeli

several times throughout the year at the Ohr

society and culture, a glimpse of Israeli History

Somayach campus in Monsey, New York.

outdoor

activities,

and an in-depth exploration of the Arab-Israeli
conflict.

ISRAEL LEARNING PROGRAMS
These programs are designed for students
interested in broadening their understanding
of core concepts in Jewish thought, the Land of

Participants have the opportunity to interact
with ambitious college students and young
professionals in an open-minded, warm and
intellectually stimulating environment. You may
discover through respect, sensitivity and humor,
the modern relevance of our Torah’s Legacy.

Israel and Israel’s current political situation.
For more information, visit

HASBARA FELLOWSHIPS

www.ohrsomeyach.edu and click

Hasbara Fellowships is a leadership development

“program offerings.”

seminar for top Jewish university students from
across North America. Due to the ongoing
develop young Jewish leaders who are educated
and knowledgeable about Israeli history and
politics, as well as capable of communicating a
pro-Israel message to the Diaspora community,
specifically on college campuses.
For more information, visit
www.goisrael.org or call 800-FELLOWS.
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conflict in the Middle East, there is a necessity to
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Know what marriage is.

The Torah defines marriage very simply: oneness. The point of marriage? To realize your potential
through this union.
It says in kabbalah that before you are born you and your spouse are one soul. G-d splits you.
You go through life making choices and ideally, you merit to reunite. But getting married is only
the beginning!
You can’t realize your potential if you marry someone who only reinforces you. It’s just more you!
Remember those qualities that complement you that you were attracted to in the first place--the
same things that make you crazy later on? Don’t forget - you need them in order to realize your
potential. It’s what they’re there for. Don’t resent them, celebrate them.

2

Know what love is.

1)

Love is the emotion that you feel when

Love has three distinct qualities.

Ten Secrets
by Lori Palatnik

For a Great
Jewish Marriage

you focus in on the virtues of another. The
more you focus on their virtues, the more
love you will feel.
2)

Love is, what is important to you is
important to me….and,

3)

The more you give, the more you love.
Don’t wait to feel love and then give.
Give and that will bring love.

3

Bring out the best in each other.

June 2005 | www.ajspirit.com

By now you probably know what buttons to push to bring out their best and which ones will bring

4

Contribute to mutual and meaningful life

goals.

out their worst. You know what subjects to discuss - and with what kind of tone - to bring out their

Nothing will draw you closer to each other

best and their worst. And you know their timing- when something can bring out their best and

like sharing life goals. Your day-to-day goals

when it will bring out their worst.

may be different, but the meaningful goals

Push the right buttons! Your job is to bring out the best in your spouse, and vice versa. That doesn’t
mean to ignore their mistakes, but rather to point them out in the very best way possible.

and values you share must be a big part of
your marriage. Not just “having kids,” but
what values do you want to instill in them?
Not just “what our house looks like,” what
does our house feel like? What do we want
to contribute to our community and our
people? The more you invest in your mutual
and meaningful life goals, the greater your
marriage will be.

ajs | wisdom from the Torah
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Physical attraction is VERY important…

…and not just for the first year or two. The more

6, 7

Know what men need, Know what

women need.

knowledge, the more love; the more love, the

Men need to be respected. Women need to

more attraction. This is a VERY important part

be loved.

of a marriage. Romance and enhance your

Men want to be loved, but need to be

marriage by dating your spouse, looking your

respected. Women want to be respected,

best for them and spending meaningful time

and need to be loved. Hear the difference?

together. (Note #1: On a weekly date, you

Basic rule of respecting your husband: When

are allowed to talk about your kids for the first

he comes home, get off the phone! Treat him

15 minutes only!) This part of your life should

like a man you respect and he will become a

be getting stronger as your marriage goes on

man you respect.

- not weaker. (Note #2: Check out the Torah’s

Basic rule of making a woman feel loved:

laws on mikvah…it’s the Jewish people’s

The three “A’s”—Attention, Affection and

secret to strong intimacy…)

Appreciation.

Have a beautiful picture in your hard drive.

Marriages go through ups and downs. A tool

9

Invite G-d into your marriage.

You want your home to be more than just two

to help you through the downs is the memory

people who marry and have short people

of that picture. We all have Kodak moments

around who look like them. You want this to

in our marriage. When you have that special

be two souls who become one. Invite G-d

moment - seeing your spouse lovingly play

in. In the Torah, the words after “Love your

with your kids; going that extra mile to help

neighbor like yourself” are, “I am G-d.”

you; sweet romantic moments - take a picture

Why? When there is love and peace between

and file it away in your mind. Later, when they
do something that makes you crazy, draw
upon that picture. Those feelings of love will

a husband and wife, G-d wants in; He wants
to be that “third friend”.

come flooding back. You will remember why
you married them.

Lori Palatnik is the Outreach Director of
Know that this is for eternity.

Aish/Ahavas Yisroel in Denver, Colorado. She

There is a world beyond this one. Who do we spend it with? Though we will have a connection to

is the author of several books and speaks

our parents and to our kids, the person we really spend eternity with is our spouse. It makes sense.

throughout the world, illuminating traditional

We start out as one soul, we are split, and we come back together through marriage and live our

Jewish thought for our contemporary world.

marriage as one. In eternity, we are souls. Of course we spend it with our soul mate.

She and her husband of 18 years, Rabbi

People are often distressed about this. “I’m not with my kids?” You give and give to your kids,

Yaakov Palatnik, host a local radio program

and you are a success as a parent if your kids grow up and leave you. If they are 35 and living in

every Sunday from 7-8 p.m., EST on 630-KHOW

your basement, something went wrong.

called “The Palatniks”. It can be heard live

But you give and your give to your spouse, only so that they will come close to you. If you grow
apart, something went wrong.
So choose wisely, and work like crazy at your marriage. May it be your greatest pleasure.

streaming on the web at www.KHOW.com.
Lori can be reached at LPalatnik@aish.com.
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Howard Schultz on the

human spirit

I

grew up in federally subsidized housing
in Brooklyn. I was part of a generation of
families that dreamed about the American

dream. My dad had a series of blue-collar jobs. An
uneducated man, he was kind of beaten by the
system. He was a World War II veteran who had
great aspirations about America, but his dream
was not coming true.
At the age of seven, I came home one day to
find my dad sprawled on the couch in our twobedroom apartment in a full-leg cast; he had
fallen on the job and broken his leg. This was
way before the invention of Pampers, and he
worked as a delivery driver for cloth diapers.
He hated this job bitterly, but on this one day, he
wished he had it back. In 1960 in America, most
companies had no workers’ compensation and
no hospitalization for a blue-collar worker who
had an accident. I saw firsthand the plight of the
working class.
That experience had a significant effect on how
I see the world. When I got into a position of

June 2005 | www.ajspirit.com

responsibility at Starbucks, what I wanted to try
to do was build a kind of company that my father
never got a chance to work for.
We at Starbucks have been trying to create an
industry that did not exist, and a kind of brand
that was very unusual. One real anomaly is that
we have spent very little on advertising. We’ve
had corporate executives

12

try to understand how a brand could become
so powerful and ubiquitous with so little
promotion. The truth is we had no money to
advertise, so we had to figure out a different way.
We said to ourselves that if we wanted to build

A business must be built on a set of values, a
foundation that’s authentic, so you can look in the
mirror and be proud of what’s going on.

a large enterprise and a brand that had meaning,
relevance and trust for all its constituencies, then

never heard of him and didn’t know anything

“As you know, during the Holocaust, the

we first had to build trust with our employees.

about him.We went into his study and waited ten

people were transported in the worst possible,

So we tried to co-author a strategy in which

to 15 minutes for him. Finally, the doors opened.

inhumane way by railcar. They thought they

those who worked for the business were really

were going to a work camp. We all know they

part of something. As a result, in 1989 we began

What we did not know was that Rabbi Finkel was

to provide equity in the form of stock options to

severely afflicted with Parkinson’s disease. He sat

our employees.

down at the head of the table, and, naturally, our

“After hours and hours in this inhumane corral

inclination was to look away. We didn’t want to

with no light, no bathroom, cold, they arrived at

embarrass him.

the camps. The doors were swung wide open,

When we did this, we had a couple hundred
employees and fewer than 50 stores. Today, we

were going to a death camp.

and they were blinded by the light. Men were

have close to 50,000 employees, whom we call

We were all looking away, and we heard this big

separated from women, mothers from daughters,

partners, and we will open up our 3,500th store

bang on the table: “Gentlemen, look at me, and

fathers from sons. They went off to the bunkers

at the end of this month.We have built, I think, an

look at me right now.” Now his speech affliction

to sleep.

enduring business upon a premise that says the

was worse than his physical shaking. It was really

experience that we create inside our company

hard to listen to him and watch him. He said, “I

“As they went into the area to sleep, only one

will be the defining mechanism of building our

have only a few minutes for you because I know

person was given a blanket for every six. The

brand. We said we must first take care of our

you’re all busy American businessmen.” You

person who received the blanket, when he went

people.

know, just a little dig there.

to bed, had to decide, ‘Am I going to push the
blanket to the five other people who did not get
one, or am I going to pull it toward myself to

of the Holocaust is?” He called on one guy, who

stay warm?’”

didn’t know what to do-it was like being called
on in the fifth grade without the answer. And the

And Rabbi Finkel says, “It was during this

guy says something benign like, “We will never,

defining moment that we learned the power of

ever forget?” And the rabbi completely dismisses

the human spirit, because we pushed the blanket

him. I felt terrible for the guy until I realized the

to five others.”

It’s critically important in building a business

rabbi was getting ready to call on someone else.

that every single strategic decision go into

All of us were sort of under the table, looking

And with that, he stood up and said, “Take your

the imprinting of that brand. If you don’t tell

away-you know, please, not me. He did not call

blanket. Take it back to America and push it to

the truth to some constituency, you can’t later

me. I was sweating. He called on another guy,

five other people.”

say that decision just didn’t matter. Everything

who had such a fantastic answer: “We will never,

matters. A business must be built on a set of

ever again be a victim or bystander.”

values, a foundation that’s authentic, so you
can look in the mirror and be proud of what’s

global strategist of Starbucks. Schultz
The rabbi said, “You guys just don’t get it.

going on.
When I was in Israel, I went to Mea Shearim,

I had the opportunity to have an audience with
Rabbi Finkel, the head of a yeshiva there. I had

received the Columbia Business School’s
Botwinick Prize in Business Ethics last

“Okay, gentlemen, let me tell you the essence of

September. This article is excerpted from

the human spirit.

his acceptance speech. Reprinted from

the ultra-Orthodox area within Jerusalem.
Along with a group of businessmen I was with,

Howard Schultz is chairman and chief

13

Hermes magazine, Columbia Business
School, Spring 2001.
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Okay, gentlemen, let me
tell you the essence of
the human spirit.

Then he asked,“Who can tell me what the lesson

a glimpse into the

garden of eden
by Dr Stuart Ditchek

Camp Simcha is a summer-camp
for Jewish Children with serious
and life-threatening illnesses. It
offers an opportunity to give to these
extraordinary children, but even more,
it is an opportunity to learn from them

M

y journey at Chai Lifeline’s
Camp Simcha Special started
five years ago in the summer

of 2000. Camp Simcha Special is a unique
specialty summer camp for children with
chronic and serious medical conditions
comprising over 50 diagnoses. Together
with its sister program, Camp Simcha, a
specialty camp for children with cancer,
we host over 500 children each summer.
The program is recognized as the most
medically sophisticated and safe camp
experience anywhere in the world and I
am honored to work there as a physician
and a director. But this is not our greatest
achievement. Our greatest achievement
has been measured in the lives that we
have changed - mostly our own.
Yesterday I was asked to evaluate a
child who is being considered for camp.

June 2005 | www.ajspirit.com

A devastating car accident left him
paralyzed from the neck down. He is totally
wheelchair confined and dependent on a
ventilator to breathe. As I met him, I was
struck by his lack of anger or self-pity.
In fact, he was jovial and had a great
sense of humor. I must admit that I was
apprehensive going into the house. My
intention was to figure out why caring
for him in camp would be impossible. He
proved me wrong. G-d willing he will be in

14

Camp Simcha Special for two weeks this

the kids know it. They can sense when

summer. I anticipate that we will gain even

a caretaker really cares or is being

more from the experience than he will.

compassionately polite. When you speak
to these children, you discover very quickly

As the years have passed by, I have

that each of them has so much to offer

come to the realization that illness and the

from their experiences - lessons in life and

challenges that it encompasses are not

love that most of us will never know.

15
My four-year-old daughter has been raised
in camp for four summers. Last year when
we returned home, she took a straw out
of the kitchen drawer and started feeding
her doll through her baby’s belly button

I have always been shaped by the
story of a famous European rabbi who
instinctively stood up as a sign of respect
when a disabled person entered.

with a drink. She equated this to the many
times she observed counselors feeding
their campers through their gastrostomy
feeding tubes (through the stomach wall).
I looked at my wife and we both shared
a great feeling of accomplishment. We
recognized that our youngest child had no

bad omens or punishments, as we have

The second challenge has been how to

idea that the child with the feeding tube

always perceived them. Clearly, every

educate others. Where will this education

was any different than her or her baby

child that I have cared for at camp has

come from as it relates to the treatment of

doll. When our communities have raised

provided me with more insight into myself

people with disabilities? It must eventually

thousands of my little girl then we will have

and others than any textbook or lecture

come from our children and the homes

achieved the will of G-d, true acceptance

could provide. These children are not

that they are raised in. My children have all

without pity or prejudice.

angry at their predicament. They are as

spent summers at Camp Simcha Special in

comfortable with their diagnoses as any

different capacities. My wife insisted on this

The staff of Camp Simcha Special is our

healthy individual. You see, most of these

from day one. As a pediatric occupational

army of messengers. These highly talented

children have never known any other life.

therapist for twenty years, she recognized

young men and woman are the models

They view the challenges of illness as the

how deeply the way a child is raised vis  vis

for future Jewish families. As they marry

norm. It is only our pre-conceived beliefs

perception of illness can ultimately affect

and begin raising their own families, we

that see it as anything but that.

us as a society.

are seeing the fruits of their experiences.
These dynamic young parents will instill the

The challenge for me has been two-fold.
The first was the realization that even I,
who has had a career as a pediatrician
with a wide variety of high risk and
disabled patients, harbored a small but
significant prejudice towards people with
disabilities. Yes, a prejudice. Not one of
these difficult care situations when I can
be seeing routine pediatric issues without
any of the risk or the headaches that go
along with the responsibility? I had to face
those prejudices and change the way I
viewed the needs of these children and
their families. This task was not easy.
Five years later, I can honestly say that I
have overcome those perceptions and
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hatred but one of exclusion. Why face
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He expressed to me that the Messiah would probably arrive very
soon and that he would join me in Jerusalem. As tears rolled from
both of our eyes, he asked me if I would walk with him up the ramp
to the Holy Temple when he arrived. I looked at him and promised

lessons that they have learned at camp into all of their children.

that together we will walk, yes walk, onto the Temple Mount. This

These children will be the most sophisticated and compassionate

dream has comforted both of us ever since. As we shared the

generation yet as it relates to children with disabilities. This

same vision, we now share the same goals in our lives.

achievement should not be minimized or disregarded. I have seen

A garden is a place of growth so the Garden of Eden must have

the results and continue to see them.

been the perfect place for all things – including people – to
grow. In my years at Camp Simcha I have seen, and I believe

The Torah is filled with principles of equality for people with

experienced, a scale of personal growth far greater than I ever

disabilities, though these are often conveniently overlooked. I

would have thought possible. This small but perfect place just

have always been shaped by the well-known story of a famous

might be offering us a glimpse into the Garden of Eden.

European rabbi who instinctively stood up as a sign of respect
when a disabled person entered the study hall. He recognized
that these individuals were to be credited for every effort that they

Dr. Stuart Ditchek coordinates a medical

make and for their remarkable faith in G-d despite their physical

staff

challenges.

physicians,

of
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professionals
nurses,

including

paramedics,

physician assistants, physical therapists
and a pharmacist. Their entire medical

Every child that I have cared
for at camp has provided me
with more insight into myself
and others than any textbook
or lecture could provide.

staff spends many long hours every
summer training and orienting the
counselor and specialty staff to provide
that session’s campers with the highest quality of care
available for their unique needs.
This year Camp Simcha Special alone will host 210 children
over two sessions including 77 children with gastrostomy

Unfortunately, these lessons were not always retained over the

tube feedings, 42 children on some form of oxygen

generations. Today’s culture is much more likely to reward children

supplementation and four children on portable or overnight

with exemplary educational achievements rather than the small

ventilators. Over 500 doses of medication will be dispensed to

but dramatic efforts made by children with disabilities. This must be

these beautiful children every day. This immense undertaking is

done sensitively but without pity for their situation. At Camp Simcha

achievable only through the unique and glorious contributions

Special we live by the motto, oversensitivity equals insensitivity.

of every counselor, medical professional, camper and parent
in the Edenic atmosphere of love, joy and celebration of life

Shlomo, a remarkable young man from our camp, has a condition

that permeates the camp.
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known as spinabifida. He is essentially paralyzed from the waist
down and relies on a wheelchair for ambulation. Shlomo and

Camp Simcha and Camp Simcha Special are projects of Chai

I often had talks about the Land of Israel and his desire to visit

Lifeline. Visit them on the web at www.chailifeline.org.

the Western Wall, the only standing remnant of the Holy Temple.
Shlomo often expressed his curiosity about what the world would
be like when our Messiah arrives as it pertains to disabilities. His
dream, like ours, is that there will be no illness.
Three years ago as I was preparing for a one year sabbatical in
Israel, Shlomo was saying goodbye to me on the last day of camp.
He was upset that we would not see each other during this hiatus.

Stuart H. Ditchek, MD, FAAP is the medical director of Chai Lifeline
Camp Simcha Special. He is also Clinical Assistant Professor of
Pediatrics, New York University School of Medicine and the author
of Healthy Child, Whole Child ( Harper Collins 2001).
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Q

uick. What do Jack Nicholson, Kirk

OK, so we’re not surprised.

Douglas and Jason Alexander have in

But the question I have

common?

is, “Why?”

(Hint. It’s not what you think.)

Why must we
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dress up something that really should sell itself?
Shouldn’t the absolute wonder and truth of Torah
be sufficient to attract the masses of meaning-

LEARN
TORAH,
WIN A
LEXUS
SUV!

Answer: Their pictures have all appeared in

seeking souls amongst us? Furthermore, this

advertising material inviting people to attend

phenomenon of needing charming enticement

events focused on Jewish education.

and beguiling persuasion is not limited to
attendance at educational functions. We even

Around the world, but especially in the United

do it to ourselves at home. And it is equally

States, there has been a virtual explosion of

perplexing.

programs available to help us learn more about
our Jewish heritage, traditions, and significance.

As much as we might enjoy the time we spend

Increasingly rare is the educational event that
does not feature a celebrity appearance,
pre-game sushi, enhanced audio/visual
effects, or Kabbalah.
A plethora of tapes, books, seminars, retreats,

listening to an informative tape or CD, or reading

websites, and CD’s, trumpeting the beauty

a really fascinating book, essay, or Torah concept,

of our religion, are easily attainable in nearly

or logging on to a “really cool” Judaica website

every region where a Jew resides. It is truly

– somehow, we often resist doing it again. It

remarkable.

defies any rational explanation.

But the staid, formal lecture series of yesteryear

It usually goes something like this.

by Yaakov Salomon

phone and the double-breasted suit. Increasingly

“So, let’s see…last night I spent 45 minutes

rare is the educational event that does not

listening to a fascinating tape about the Torah’s

feature a celebrity appearance, pre-game sushi,

view on euthanasia. It made me think about

enhanced audio/visual effects, or Kabbalah.

things I had never in my life considered! Like

Some organizations have even coined the term

the value of time, the human potential, what a

edutainment to describe their method of

‘soul’ is, and stuff like that. Truthfully, it was the

curriculum development!

best ‘therapeutic hour’ I had experienced off the
couch in a long while.

I suppose we should not be surprised. Such is
the way of the world. If you want people to

Hey! Here’s a CD of a talk given by the very same

come, you’ve got to give them what they want.

speaker! He was great.This one is about how the

And what do they want? They want excitement,

Patriarchs dealt with sibling rivalry. Sounds rather

allure, the exotic, some action, perhaps even the

appealing; something I am sure to enjoy.

peculiar. So what’s next? Will we have to resort
to a splashy ad campaign,

Well…on the other hand…those weeds in the
back yard sure do need my attention – they look

“LEARN TORAH, WIN A LEXUS SUV!!!!”

so neglected, the poor things. And isn’t tonight

June 2005 | www.ajspirit.com

seems to be going the way of the land-line
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the night that PBS is showing that award-winning
special on llamas in Mozambique? I wouldn’t want to
miss that!”

You get the picture. No matter how much we truly enjoyed delving into
a Torah concept last night, tonight – everything else…ANYTHING else
appears to be more enticing. ABSURD, but oh so true. And that’s why the
PR guys are ‘forced’ to fancy up nearly every program that tries to teach us
something really important and help us understand life better.
It reminds me of a talk once given by Rabbi Noah Weinberg, Dean of Yeshiva
Aish Hatorah in Jerusalem.
“What is your greatest pleasure in this world?” he asked a group of
parents.
“Our children, of course,” they dutifully answered in unison.
“And what is your greatest pain?” he inquired further.
“Why, our children, of course!”
He was making the point that contrary to common belief, pain and pleasure
are not opposites.They are actually very closely connected. More often than
not, we cannot access genuine pleasure without expending the effort. So
he pushed the audience just a bit more. Choosing a newly married couple,
Rabbi Weinberg asked them a very personal question.
“Tell me, if you don’t mind, how many children do you think you’d like to
have?”
They thought for a moment, whispered a bit, and then cooperated.
“Three, maybe four,” was their honest response.
The audience applauded.
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“That is truly beautiful,” remarked the Rabbi. “But tell me,” he pushed on,
“if having children is so gratifying, why wouldn’t you want 14 or 15 of
them?”
He paused…then continued, not waiting for their response. “What’s wrong?
Too much pleasure…or too much pain?”
The answer was, of course, quite obvious. Most of the time, when faced with
a pleasurable experience that requires real effort, we end up surrendering
to our disdain for pain. In other words, too often we are really not pleasure
seekers – we are comfort seekers.

It might astound you. At times it
will confound you. But more than
anything else, studying Torah is like
making a new and great friend.

For most of us, learning Torah – be it on a tape, from a text, at a lecture or
a class, or from a website – pleasurable though it may be, still rings our
internal work bells. As a matter of fact, studying anything probably stirs
within us some negative associations related to our school days – where
demands, expectations, exams, homework, competition, REPORT CARDS
(ugh!), marks, and parental disapproval were the order of the day.
So, to a certain extent, we all suffer from PTSD (post-traumatic stress
disorder, scholastic type) that just won’t allow us to fully enjoy a valuable
learning experience. That’s why those Mozambique llamas suddenly seem
so fascinating.
We need to remind ourselves that those days are over. The de-programming
must begin. You will not be graded when the class is finished (I promise).
Your parents (or children) will not be apprised of your progress or your
deficiencies. You can even leave the class early WITHOUT A NOTE FROM
HOME!
The insights and wisdom awaiting you are incalculable. Torah is not some
esoteric or cryptic course of study. It is not designed to make you feel
oppressed or guilty or even sophisticated. It is neither a lesson in history
nor a voyage in mystery. It might astound you; at times it will confound
you. But more than anything else, studying Torah is like making a new and
great friend.And like a great friend,Torah is not only dependable, consistent,
and fascinating, it really speaks to you. There is no topic, no matter how
contemporary, innovative, or complex, that it does not address. It is the
ultimate instruction manual, written by the Manufacturer, disseminated by
His most trusted Think Tank, and cherished by His loyal constituents for

So next time you get the urge, the tug, or the notion to open a page or two,
don’t expect your brain to simply give you the “full steam ahead” message.
It just doesn’t work that way. A venture this profitable will bring some
conflict with it. That’s OK. Consider yourself re-programmed and ready for
battle. It is a war, well worth fighting.
Victory awaits you.

21
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more than three millennia without pause or interruption.

from Sinai to the

boardroom
Torah Study Comes to the Workplace
by AJS Staff

A

t 7:45 on a Thursday morning, the

seems to be the idea of Jews getting together

management executive. “It’s more inclusive

southeast conference room in the

during the workday for wisdom and direction

because no one is judged at the door whether

offices of NAI Horizon slowly fills up.

as a way of bringing meaning not only to the

they grew up in orthodox, conservative, reform,

workplace but to life itself.

non-observant or semi-observant homes. My

Irv Shuman, a real estate developer and longtime
Arizona Chairman of AIPAC, Marc Kelman, a well-

Studying at the office is also less intimidating,

was always the absolutes that seemed to

in real estate, and Tom Rosenfield, a finance

says Mike Schoor of Phoenix, Arizona, an Emmy

supersede it.”

professional, are among the first to arrive. As the

Award winning sports journalist turned wealth

others enter and get comfortable, they are very
upbeat and excited to be together as they eagerly
await the arrival of the meeting’s leader.When he
enters, wide smiles spread around the room to a
chorus of friendly greetings. The man who takes
his seat at the head of the table, however, is not
the executive you’d expect – he is Rabbi Ariel
Shoshan of the Phoenix Community Kollel and
he has come to share an hour’s worth of the
excitement of Torah study.
Groups like these – who study Torah in an office
setting as part of the workday - have been around
for many years, but have recently become quite
popular. Growing interest in bringing meaning
into the workplace, combined with the spread
June 2005 | www.ajspirit.com

difficulty in connecting with Jewish learning

known community activist who is also involved

of Jewish organizations offering exciting options
for Torah study, have inspired dozens of these
Executive Learning programs, as they’re often
called, throughout the country. Most groups
are open to everyone, although some are by
invitation only. Topics can include anything
from

business

ethics

and

contemporary issues to the
meaning of life or the weekly
Torah portion. The attraction
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Others love the experience of Judaism thriving

going to go on in the study group I would have

outside the synagogue.While they appreciate the

said, ‘No, come on. No rabbi is going to sit and

role played by the synagogue in Jewish life, the

talk about that kind of thing.’ It’s very refreshing

time has come, they say, for Judaism to reach into

to sit with a scholar of Torah and have everyday

society to be there where people live and work.

conversation about everyday issues that we

Sanford Burstyn, a Phoenix shopping-center

all deal with - how is it addressed in the Torah

broker, believes that learning Torah at the office

or how is it addressed in the Talmud. It’s very

is an idea whose time has come. “I absolutely

refreshing because you don’t get that in Temple

love it,” he says. “The fact is it should have been

on any level that I’ve seen.”

there a long time ago. A friend of mine once
said to me, ‘you know, Torah is not just for the

Schottenstein says the class affects his life far

study hall.’ It hit me hard when he said it but he

beyond the day of the class. “I kind of thought

couldn’t have been more right.

I was a pretty good Jewish guy to start with,
but it’s like anything you do in life. If you don’t

1980s. The class attracts twenty to thirty people

“For me it’s sort of like being territorial, taking

do it for a long time… Twice a year you go to

every other week. Grant says the idea to start it

control of your environment. If you’re a Jew

high holidays and you think about how Judaism

came to him during a Jewish Federation Mission

working to support your family, bringing Torah to

affects you. If you do it once or twice a year

to Israel.

your work environment ought to be an absolute

you’re not going to be any good at it. But if you

requirement.”

do it every week or even once a month you’re

“Rabbi Friedman was on that trip,” he says. “We

going to be better at it. That’s the way I look at

were on the same bus riding back from Haifa to

it. I’m acting as a better Jewish human being as a

Tel Aviv. We were talking, and I said, ‘you know,

result of that study group.”

it would really be a neat thing to have a lunch

The

Phoenix

group

is

hosted

by

John

Schottenstein, a prominent real estate developer.

and learn program in the business area where
I work. I could invite people from around

A friend of mine once said to me, ‘you
know, Torah is not just for the study hall.’ It
hit me hard when he said it but he couldn’t
have been more right.” – Sanford Burstyn

the area to come.’ We tried it and we had a
tremendous response from the get-go.” The class
was so successful that they eventually outgrew
the conference room in his office suite. When
that happened, they moved the class to the
community conference room in his building.

At first, he hesitated to start the group, he says.

The convenience of a class at work is not lost

“What’s amazing is that when Rabbi Friedman

“Initially I was not into it because I’m very busy

on Adrian Grant, a CPA in Atlanta who has been

does a class, everybody can relate to it. It doesn’t

and I don’t have time to attend such a thing

hosting Lunch and Learn at his Buckhead Area

matter if they’re Shomer Shabbos [Sabbath

[regularly].” But he decided to host it in his office

office of Atlanta’s business district for eighteen

observant] or non-affiliated. He does the class in

and to come when he could. “It’s something my

years.

such a way that everybody enjoys it.”

do - to sponsor Jewish education. The epitome

“So many people work nearby - you’re basically

Alan Smirin runs a liquor store in the Atlanta

of that was my cousin Jerome doing the Talmud,”

making it easy for them to come. It’s very

area. He read an article in the Atlanta Jewish

he says, referring to the recently completed 72-

convenient – you’re really taking it to the

Times’ Chai magazine about the lunch and learn

volume ArtScroll translation and elucidation of

people instead of the people having to go to the

programs offered by the Atlanta Scholars Kollel.

the entire Talmud, know as the Schottenstein

synagogue or somewhere else.”

Rabbi Friedman’s group caught his attention.

Grant’s program is led by Rabbi Binyomin

“I had just finished Rabbi Telushkin’s book,

Edition Talmud.
Once they got started, the class surprised him.

Friedman

“It was nothing like I would have envisioned,” he

Scholars Kollel, and has been

of

the

Atlanta

continues.“If you’d have said to me this is what’s

since they began in the late
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Jewish Guide to Daily Living,” he says.“I loved it
and I wanted to get more. Everyone was saying
you need to study Torah. I ran into Adrian Grant

June 2005 | www.ajspirit.com

family throughout the years has been known to

If you’d have said to me

attending regularly. The program is run by Rabbi

didn’t know better. What I thought I needed

Yossi Grossman of TORCH, the Torah Outreach

and thought I wanted - every time I would get

Resource Center of Houston.

it I would just want and need more and I wasn’t

this is what’s going to go
on in the study group I
would have said, ‘No,

getting anywhere. It’s only from the learning
“Rabbi Grossman has an easygoing, laid-back

that everything else makes any sense, and it

style and love of learning that combine to create

has enabled me to feel that I’m living not only a

a flair for connecting with all of us in the group

meaningful life but actually a happy life.

come on. No rabbi is

- even though we all have different backgrounds,”

going to sit and talk

Mincberg says. “I have found the studies to be

“So the question is not can you make time for

interesting, refreshing, and insightful. It helps

learning - the question is how could you live

me remember my Jewish heritage and Jewish

without it?

upbringing and it helps me apply my Jewish

work. You could be very successful, make a lot

values to everyday practical business situations.

of money, have a beautiful wife and healthy kids

Studying Torah an hour a week or more should

and still be miserable because you don’t know

be an important part of each of our lives.”

what to focus on.”

about that kind of thing.
– John Schottenstein

and he said, ‘Why don’t you come?’ I got hooked

I’ve done it that way. It doesn’t

and I’ve been going back ever since. My wife
comes sometimes,” he adds,“and she really enjoys

After spending seven years building an Aish

it whenever she comes. It’s been life changing,

branch in London, Rabbi Chaim Samson has

enjoyable, educational – I look forward to it.”

been with Aish New York for the last four years.
He agrees that Torah study in the workplace is

“We now have similar programs in six locations

a great idea, but prefers to study with people

serving about 75 men and women all over the

one-on-one.

city,” Rabbi Friedman says. “We have one at the
JCC, two at area hospitals, and one that’s actually

“The relationship that develops from a one-

done by phone.”

on-one is usually deeper,” he says. “I look at
the people I learn with both as students and

“We’ve been doing this a lot of years now,” he

friends.

says, “People have disappeared for a while and
then come back older and wiser. People started

“People work very hard at being successful.They

bringing kids or parents. They get a real sense of

spend a lot of time involved in their work and to

Kuflick and Rabbi Samson do not usually talk

uplift by stepping out of the secular workplace

have a personal Rabbi come to their office once

about workplace-related matters, although there

into a world of Torah study, and then they’re out

a week can be very meaningful to them. I’m like

are exceptions.

the door and back into the world.”

a personal trainer but a spiritual trainer.”

Though both hospital programs started with a

Mitchell Kuflik, of Brahman Associates in New

depressed,” Kuflik says,“I will ask him to help me

focus on medical ethics, the participants were

York City, has been studying with Rabbi Samson

put it in perspective and understand the Torah

eager to move on to other Jewish subjects as

for three years. He calls it his “personalized

viewpoint. It basically helps me achieve more

well. They did take the opportunity recently to

growth plan.”

equanimity, see things in a broader perspective,
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“When we lose money, for example, and I’m

discuss Torah thoughts on the Terry Schiavo case

make better decisions, that type of thing.”

and the challenges facing physicians in end-of-

“At the beginning I thought [making time

life care.

during the day] was hard,” he says. “Life is very

Everyone’s greatest enthusiasm, though, seems to

busy, but put it this way: without the learning,

be reserved for the relationship the environment

David Mincberg, President and CEO of Flagship

my life was a whirling dervish and it was an

has made possible between them and the Rabbis

Properties, hosts an Executive Learning program

insatiable treadmill of

who teach them. Irv Shuman of the Phoenix

in Houston. Over the last three years, the group

trying to satisfy desire.

has evolved into a bi-weekly Jewish Business

Not that I wasn’t a good

Ethics session with ten to twelve executives

person – it’s just that I
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group says he comes “strictly because of Rabbi
Shoshan.”

Mike Schoor of Phoenix on joining an executive learning
group.

Irv Shuman summed up the feelings of his group
when, asked at the scheduled end of a session
if he could stay and study a few more minutes
he said, “Well, there’s a fire in my building but

“I believe you begin your study of Talmud and Torah open

I came here to study Torah instead of going to

to the possibility of learning but perhaps skeptical that you

meet the fire marshal. The fire department is

ever really will learn because it’s perhaps so new, at times

there and they’ll do what they have to do and

uncomfortable. But it becomes, ultimately, illuminating.

then I’ll have to repair the building. I wasn’t
going to miss this.”

“I find myself relating more and more towards simple introspective truths that we learn
here. And beyond that I find myself linking with other folks that are on a similar path.
Before I always used to say that if you want to meet really good people meet people
deeply involved in charity and good deeds – and I still say that. Now I’ll also say if you

Starting Your Own Executive Learning
Program

want to meet really good people that are studying goodness? Get to know people

“The key to the success of an office study

who study Torah and Talmud.”

group is the host. It’s up to the host to reach
out to friends and colleagues, making the

“I find myself far more patient… I’m finding I’m developing the ability to reflect on

calls and inviting them to come. It really

things much better through studying and it’s not so much thinking of a certain lesson

takes someone calling people telling them

– it’s thinking about the overall sphere of goodness and pursuit of integrity and honesty

about it and being enthusiastic about

and growth that comforts me and enables me to think clearer.

it and encouraging people to at least
come one time. That’s what it’s all about.

“Something we discussed today was the concept of being a light unto nations but

In my case, it doesn’t hurt that I have a

at the same time being a light unto your girlfriend/spouse/children – fill your own cup

secretary who’s very dedicated to helping

and it overflows on others. That concept has become much more important to me

me behind the scenes.

and much more satisfying in that its enough to pursue your own personal growth while
being an example rather than simply telling people what to do and how to think.”

“You also sell it based on the opportunity
of business networking because it really

“I love him. I love his teachings and the way he

people and he makes everything so interesting.

brings Jews together from all walks of life.

handles the class, the camaraderie he has with

Its one thing to get people to show up, but if

It brings them together to study but at

me and those of us he teaches. In fact, at the

you want them to come back, they really need

the same time it gives them a chance to

last class I suggested - and it was unanimously

to be able to relate to the teacher. In this case,

encounter and meet each other. Several

approved - that we go every week instead of

Rabbi Friedman is just a great communicator, he

relationships and connections have been

every other week. That’s how much I enjoy his

has a great personality, he’s humorous. It’s really

made in our group that have made a

class and having the benefits of his insights into

something people look forward to and they

difference to people.”

really, really enjoy.”

Adrian Grant, Atlanta, GA

neshama [soul] and grab all that you can.”

If you are interested in launching your
Smirin seconds that. “I love Rabbi Friedman – he

own office Torah study group, you can call

Sanford Burstyn agrees.“All the men in the group

makes me feel comfortable, he’s non-judgmental

Partners in Torah at 1-800-788-3942. They

are nuts about him. He’s so articulate, confident,

no matter what level of understanding I’m on.

are a non-profit organization committed to

knowledgeable. He loves all the men, he loves

He’s just there to teach, for us to learn and enjoy.

providing Torah study opportunities across

what he does. He’s not the old world image that

I’ve just been loving his talks and loving Rabbi

the country at no cost. See their ad on the

makes you think, ‘what am I doing here? I gotta

Friedman. I started reading a book on the Talmud

inside back cover for more about them.

go.’”

recently and now I want to take his class in the
summer.”

Adrian Grant of Atlanta echoes that sentiment
about Rabbi Friedman. “He’s got these great
communication skills, so he can reach out to

25
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Torah and Talmud.You just want to reach into his

-
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A
Jewish Unity
Night of

From The Eyes of Our Children
Eleven-year-old Avromi Spero will never forget the evening he spent in Continental Airlines Arena in Northern New Jersey on March 1st. Maybe it was
the twenty-five thousand Jewish people exhilarating in the magnitude of their celebration, knowing there were more than 20,000 more at Madison
Square Garden just a few miles away. Maybe he sensed that so many of them remembered a crippled and despairing Jewish nation in the not-very-distant
past and were now witnessing a burgeoning population of proud and knowledgeable Jews celebrating the past and planning the future.
Perhaps most of all, though, was sharing the event not only with his brothers, 13-year-old Tzvi and 9-year-old Efraim and with his father, but with
two special study partners who began the Daf-Yomi, page-a-day Talmud study program at the beginning of the cycle seven and a half years ago: his
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grandfather and great-grandfather.
“When I’m a Papa I’m going to tell my grandchildren about this night,” he said. “Everyone was so happy - It was almost like a wedding. I was amazed
that I really felt something. Although I couldn’t understand the speeches in Yiddish, a spark inside of me told me it was special.” He was flying high the
whole ride home and could not stop thanking his father for bringing him along.
“When our father had told us almost a year before that we would be going to the Siyum Hashas we could hardly wait,” his older brother Tzvi added.
“We were excited, of course, but how could we possibly have known what we would witness there? But as the day came closer we got more and more
excited because we knew we would be going together with so many other people we knew from Baltimore.

continued on page 47

Jewish Unity Live 2005

Rabbi Yitzchok Oratz, organizer of Jewish Unity

Kicking Off the 21st Century’s Movement
for Jewish Unity

Live, said that the new program’s goal was to “take
the energy and excitement of tens of thousands
of Jews gathering and extend it to Jews of a more

March 1, 2005 is a date that will one day go down as
a historic date for 21st century Jewry. On that date,

secular background, to allow those who haven’t been

a group of visionary lay leaders, benefactors, and

and sisters who have.”

studying Talmud to join in unity with their brothers

celebrities joined together to launch an international
movement for one of the most central values in

Atlanta’s event, which featured Dr. Elie Wiesel, was

Jewish life - Jewish Unity.

sold out weeks before March 1st. At the New Jersey
Center for the Performing Arts Dudu Fisher and

Led

B.

Dan Raviv headlined the event which included the

Zuckerman, celebrities, leaders and visionaries across

by

International

Chairman

Mortimer

premier of a feature film called “Passover with the

the country have set out to bring the ideal of a vibrant

Wellman’s” – an entertaining and insightful look at a

Jewish Community united through the pursuit of

Jewish family working to stay together. The Scottsdale

Torah knowledge to every Jewish home in the world.

Center for the Arts was the site of a magnificent

Partnering with community Kollels and other Jewish

performance by performer and song writer Peter

organizations who have adopted “The Book” as their

Himmelman which culminated with Kol Zimra and

primary cause, they scheduled Jewish Unity Live 2005

the rabbis of the Phoenix Community Kollel joining

- an evening in which to celebrate the unifying force
of the Torah on the same date as the 11th completion

him on stage as he led the crowd in a rousing jam of

of “Daf Yomi”, or, the page-a-day study of the entire

in Long Island, NY and Ottawa, Canada. Attendees

Talmud. It takes studying one page a day (both sides!)

felt the power of getting together on that night as

for 2,711 days in a row to finish. The Siyum HaShas,

hundreds of thousands of Jews celebrated Jewish

or, completion of the Talmud, brought together over

Unity around the world.

“Havainu Shalom Aleichem.” Other events took place

45,000 Jews in New York’s Madison Square Garden
and New Jersey’s Continental Airlines Arena and an

Rabbi Marvin Hier, dean of the Simon Wiesenthal

estimated total of over 200,000 (!) Jews around the

Center, called this year’s event “one of the most

world.

significant events in American Jewish history; it
shows the renaissance of the Jewish people after the

Jewish Unity Live participants and supporters

Holocaust not only in population but in terms of a

included Natan Sharansky, Dr. Elie Wiesel, Senator

recommitment to their heritage.”

performer Dudu Fisher, CBS correspondent Dan Raviv,

Adding a special connection to the past, some 200

actor Josh Malina, musician Peter Himmelman, actor

Jews returned to celebrate in Lublin, Poland where

Elliot Gould and others. Leading organizations were

the page-a-day program was first conceived in 1923

the Atlanta Scholars Kollel, the Phoenix Community

by Rabbi Meir Shapiro. All this was begun in those

Kollel and Torah Links of New Jersey. The program

dark times. Although there is no Jewish community

was presented as well on U.S. military bases around

left in Lublin - once a major population center for our

the world.

people - the priceless treasure they left us of Torah
study and Jewish unity will never be forgotten.

“Jewish Unity Live was about sharing the feelings of
joy and unity Torah study brings to every Jew,” says
Rabbi Zvi Holland, Dean of the Phoenix Community
Kollel.
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Next year’s event will be Sunday, March 5,
2006.
Photo by Yisroel Golding
Courtesy of The Jewish Observer
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Joseph and Hadassah Lieberman, international

ajs | holidays

On June 13th and 14th of this year, we
celebrate the Holiday of Shavuot in which we
commemorate the giving of the Torah at Sinai,
3,317 years ago according to our tradition.
“Shavuot” means “weeks” – an odd name for
any holiday and seemingly unrelated to this one.
Here, award-winning writer Shimon Apisdorf takes
us back in time to uncover a personally relevant
angle on the Torah’s revolutionary contribution to
society and to shed some light on this mysterious

A LIFE OF
PURPOSE –
OUR
HERITAGE
FROM SINAI

choice of names.
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by Shimon Apisdorf
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It is almost impossible for us to imagine a

that one day, not only would they be free

society devoid of these ideas. If we were

from, but they would be free to. Not only

asked to conceive of people living not just

would the hurt end but a new journey

without a sense of purpose but without

would begin.

even the concept of purpose, we would

In the ancient world ,

people

imagine some Borg-like race of aliens

So when they left Egypt and headed

devoid of heart and soul.

out into the wilderness, they were not

saw all of history as nothing more than

just going from Egypt, they were going

one big Broadway theatre. All of human

Yet, once upon a time, that is precisely

to Sinai - not as another resting place in

existence was nothing more than playing

what mankind’s conversation was like.

the wilderness but as an ideal to strive for,

one role or another in the long-running

as the embodiment of a vision to whose

production of life. Whether you were an

All evidence points to there having been,

actress playing Grizabella in the original

in the earliest religious thought, a vision of

cast of Cats or Grizabella in a high school

the cosmos that was profoundly cyclical.

For forty-nine days – seven weeks - the

production, your lines were the same,

The assumptions that early man made

Jewish people traveled, moving closer and

your part the same, your future the same.

about the world were, in all their essentials,

closer to their goal with each passing day.

You’d go through the same motions that

little different in their assumptions that later

In spending their first weeks of freedom

countless others before you had gone

and more sophisticated societies, like

counting seven days seven times in

through, uttering the same words that

Greece and India, would make in a more

anticipation of Sinai, they reaffirmed their

many more would echo after you.

elaborate manner. As Henri-Charles Puech

belief that freedom is all about purpose

says of Greek thought in his seminal Man

and direction. That if you know where you

If we had lived in the second millennium

and Time: `No event is unique, nothing

are going you never have to be a prisoner

BC, the millennium of Avram (Abraham),

is enacted but once ... every event has

of your past. That there is no script called

and could have canvassed all the nations

been enacted, is enacted and will be

fate and that, in fact, the scenes of a much

of the earth, ... On every continent, in

enacted perpetually; the same individuals

brighter future are waiting to be written.

every society, Avram (Abraham) would

have appeared, appear and will appear

have been given the same advice that

at every turn of the circle.’

wise men as diverse as Heraclitus, Lao-Tsu
and Siddhartha would one day give their

Thomas Cahill, The Gifts of the Jews

calling they would have to rise.

But why is this expressed through counting
weeks?

Why not just count the days

alone?

Since the first week of creation,

followers: do not journey but sit; compose
yourself by the river of life, meditate on its
ceaseless and meaningless flow-on all that
is past or passing or to come-until you have
absorbed the pattern and have come to
peace with the Great Wheel and with your

When the Jews left Egypt and headed out
into the wilderness, they were not just going
from Egypt, they were going to Sinai.

own death and the death of all things ...

We

live

in

a

global

society

In Egypt, Abraham’s descendants were

when G-d created for six days and rested

whose

subjected not only to backbreaking labor

on the seventh, the week has represented

conversation is built on notions like purpose

but also to spirit-breaking labor. They were

for the Jew the cycle of purpose. We do

and goals and direction; on concepts like

ordered to build cities on unstable ground

not work just to work. We do not vacation

striving to better one’s self and the world

only to watch the product of their efforts

to be ready to work some more. We plan

one lives in; on forging a brighter future for

crumble and then have to start the same

one day out of every seven to celebrate

the generations that will inherit the world

work all over again. The Egyptians resented

our existence and our values and our

we leave behind. There is little we value

their forward-looking values and sought to

families – namely, our purpose - and we

more than progress.

suppress them. But this was a people who

work up to it all week. Shabbat is our day

carried an ancient promise - a promise

of purpose.
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Thomas Cahill, The Gifts of the Jews
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The Jews started it all-and by “it” I mean
so many of the things we care about,
the underlying values that make all of us,
Jew and Gentile, believer and atheist,

By not working on Shabbat we learn never

tick. Without the Jews, we would see the

to go just to go but to go somewhere.

world through different eyes ... think with

I am not a lawyer or a doctor or a CPA

a different mind ... And we would set a

– that’s not what I am – it’s how I work

different course for our lives. There is simply

towards a purpose. It’s what I need to do

no one else remotely like them; theirs is a

to get where I want to go. On Shabbat I

unique vocation. Indeed, as we shall see,

am just me. And when I work all week, it

the very idea of a vocation, of a personal

is to give me the opportunity to thrive not

destiny, is a Jewish idea.

as a professional but as a person. Life’s

Thomas Cahill, The Gifts of the Jews

purpose is not in the workplace – it is at

Our people have the great task of teaching
humanity that we have just begun to scratch
the surface of human greatness.

home. It is not to be creative physically but

The Torah, our gift from Sinai, is a never-

personally – for ourselves, our families and

ending call to reach for more and more of

our communities.

our ultimate potential.

The Torah that we received at Mount Sinai is

So the name of the holiday is Shavuot,

nothing less than a revolutionary manifesto

weeks. Counting weeks is how we reinforce

for changing the world. Our people have

purpose in our lives. And counting from the

the great task of teaching humanity that

time of our freedom to the giving of the

we have just begun to scratch the surface

Torah reminds us every year of the purpose

of human greatness. Biomedicine and

of that freedom.
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quantum physics and computer science
and so many other fields are producing

The soul of the holiday can be found both

great value for the people of the Earth. But

in the days that precede it, days during

what really is their purpose? According to

which we strive to lift our vision, and in

the Torah, their purpose is to support the

the days themselves, when we study and

growth of the human person – and that is

celebrate the Torah and strive to make its

the substance of the Torah. In the realms

vision our own. With each passing day of

of morality and spirituality, human dignity

anticipation we look for yet another way

and consciousness, there is as much room

to ready ourselves to accept God’s gift,

for wisdom and achievement as in genetic

and to embrace the privilege of being

engineering or aeronautics.

part of a people capable of inspiring the
entire world.

T

he night is calm, the weather surprisingly warm despite the late hour. A faint breeze filters through the
sheltered courtyard, brushing over our hands and faces, as if to remind us, “Now is not a time to sleep
but a time to learn.” White bulbous lamps break the darkness, their light reflecting off the open books on

our laps, etching ripples in the Jerusalem-stone wall that props us up. Crickets, sheltered in the shadows, form a
melodious accompaniment to the low murmuring of eighty young women in forty pairs studying a single text.Then
our teachers take over, coaxing sleepy minds to remain open with startling insights, tempting us with the treasures
of the Torah, inspiring us with their words.

SHAVUOT

IN

JERUSALEM
by Tamar Wisemon

The Midrash relates that on the night preceding the giving of the Torah at Mount Sinai, the Children of Israel slept.
G-d Himself had to wake them. To make amends for this insensitivity to the awesome gift we were about to receive,
we stay awake on Shavuot night, studying the Torah until praying at dawn.
In Jewish communities throughout the world, men (and, increasingly, women) gather together after the evening
meal for lectures by noted speakers, or study privately at home or in a nearby synagogue or study hall.The morning
prayers are recited immediately after daybreak, after which the weary participants go home to eat a slice of
cheesecake and fall into bed.
But Shavuot in Jerusalem is different. After the 1967 Six-Day War, when we regained the Kotel (the Western Wall)
a few days before Shavuot, a special tradition developed: every year in the stillness of the night, Jews from all over
the city walk to commemorate the festival at our holiest site. It is now four in the morning, and the star-speckled
dark blue sky has barely begun to pale.The wind picks up, as it always does in the transition from night to morning.
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I shiver slightly and button my

hill today, I see wave upon wave

sweater, partly from the chill and

of bobbing heads flowing down

partly in readiness for the journey

into the valley and then up again

ahead. It is still very dark when we

towards the trademark walls of

begin our walk though the silent

Jerusalem. Though the width of

streets of Bayit Vegan, past empty

the road is filled with walkers,

playgrounds and blank windows.

everyone seems to have enough

Making our way down a hill, we

space to move at his or her own

catch sight of others headed in the

pace within the constant motion

same direction, and we naturally

of the others.

fall into the same rhythm.
Jaffa Gate rises from the ancient
pass

schools

youth

soil, allowing us to pass beneath

centers, from whose doors bubble

it. Just within the walls stands the

teenagers in high spirits, forming

Tower of David, whose name serves

whirling eddies as they converge

as a timely reminder that Shavuot is

in chatting groups and then drift

also the anniversary of both King

apart

apartment

David’s birth and death (although

blocks come couples pushing

the Citadel itself dates from a much

babies in strollers. We even spy

later period). The crowd surges

the occasional grandfather, moving

down and around the shuttered

staunchly forward with the help

alleyways and shallow steps of

of a cane. No longer just eighty

the Arab shuk (market), coming

students, we

part

to a halt among a crush of people

of a stream of people flowing

waiting to pass through a sentry

purposefully through the night.

post. I am channeled through

At each conjunction of streets our

a tunnel-like passageway like a

numbers swell. The traffic lights

leaf in a current, my individuality

switch dumbly from green to red,

submerged

but with no cars on the road, we

humanity around me, pulled by the

stream past them, unheeding. The

power of a whirlpool.

again.

From

now

and

form

in

the

press

of

screeching of wheels has been
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Every year in the stillness of the
night, Jews from all over the city
walk to commemorate the festival
at our holiest site.

supplanted by the soft steps of

Suddenly we burst out into the

feet. Parked vehicles and locked

floodlit plaza. The Kotel towers

Siddur (prayer-book) with a feeling

forefathers stood centuries before

stores

high above, the tangible structure

of profound fulfillment.

us, awaiting the day when the

have

dark

and

vacant

windows, but the street is alive.

Temple will be rebuilt and the sea

anchoring this surreal scene.

At one particular intersection, near

My Shavuot morning journey is

of people who walk through the

Jerusalem’s Great Synagogue and

The Kotel plaza breathes with

unlike any visit I have made to the

night to reach her will become an

the Sheraton Plaza Hotel, I find

the small motions of hundreds of

Kotel. There are no guided tours of

ocean.

myself poised on the edge of a

people attired in their finery, men

visitors, clicking their cameras and

wide road that marks the descent

and women watching with weary

posing for group shots. No buses

Tamar Wisemon lives in Safed,

to the Old City. A few decades ago,

smiles as dawn breaks over their

and taxis jostling for space at the

Israel. Her article “Safed: City

I would have had to climb the ugly,

heads. The night has given way to

entrance. Few soldiers are in sight--

of Mysticism and Art” appeared

square tower block beside me in

a pink marbled horizon streaked

just silent waves of praying figures,

in the April issue of The Jewish

order to catch a glimpse of the

with gold, and the Kotel is bathed

each of whom has walked for up

Homemaker.

Wall, which was under Jordanian

in the light of a new day. Giddy

to two hours to be here. Together

numerous publications.

control. But looking down the

from lack of sleep, I open my

we stand before the Kotel, as our

She

writes

for
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We

Borrow
Anything,
Anytime
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by Yaakov and Varda Branfman
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Borrowing valuable items, from complete strangers, for free? Sounds too
good to be true. But it’s happening today in Israel and around the world.

W

The day after the circumcision, we received a delivery of a mini-layette of
clothing for the baby and a package of disposable diapers (which at the
time was a luxury item in Israel). It was a present from some organization

e had been living in Israel for about a year without the benefit

we had never heard of that was established specifically to benefit families

of even one member of our extended family, but it was soon

with newborns.

after the birth of our son that we realized our neighborhood

had a built-in support system for people like us. This was our introduction

Then we received a phone call saying that a woman would be coming to

to the free loan services and veritable network of kindness that exists in

help, free-of-charge, three times a week for the next month for several hours

Jerusalem.

each time. She could do whatever we needed, from peeling vegetables to
hanging the laundry. When we asked how they had gotten our name and

For the circumcision, the baby carriage that carried him to the synagogue,

number and was this a government agency, the lady on the phone replied

the beautiful white outfit that he wore, and the decorative pillow on which

it was not a government agency but rather a service rendered by a private

he was carried, were all lent to us free-of-charge. Much of the food that was

individual who just wanted to help out new mothers. Some anonymous

served at the festive meal in our son’s honor was brought by neighbors and

person had given in my name and phone number.

people we had never even met.

Frankly, we couldn’t believe it. It seemed too

But free loaning is something else entirely. It’s

God could bestow His goodness on others. We

good to be true. But it was true, and we didn’t

when you don’t take anything for what you give.

are the recipients of that goodness, and when we

even know the half of it. In the back of one of

You just give.

act in a like manner by doing kindness for each

the Jerusalem phone books, there is a listing of

other, then we are emulating God.

over 1,000 free loans benefiting people who

This idea of free loaning is totally counter-culture.

need everything from an eyeglass screw to a

It blows down the icons of society, because, if

One of the first steps we take on entering the

computer. And the list is growing daily.

one thinks about it, a lot of those icons have to

world of kindness is to recognize that everything

do with money and its conventions. But here

we have is a gift.We appreciate every movement,

In Tzfat, there is a free loan for musical

we’re talking about a society that doesn’t have

every breath of air, and every bite of food. We

instruments for children. In Bnei Brak, there’s

competitive or materialistic goals as its root

become filled with infinite gratitude to the

a family that does laundry for people whose

value system. It’s simply about people helping

Creator.

washing machine has broken down.

people.
There is no place for pride or feelings of

TO THE SOURCE

In Jerusalem, there is a free loan for mother’s

superiority in the world of kindness because

The Hebrew word for free loan, gemach, is really

milk -- a milk bank to aid babies whose

the giver is taking from the infinite storehouse

an acronym for the Hebrew words gemilut

mothers cannot nurse them for some reason.

of kindness that is owned by God. We are merely

chesed. This translates as “the giving of kindness”

Nursing mothers donate extra milk, which is

the middlemen in this process of moving goods

In Jerusalem, there is a free loan for mother’s milk – a milk
bank to aid babies whose mothers cannot nurse them for
some reason. There are even volunteers who undertake
certain dietary restrictions in order to produce milk that
can be given to babies suffering from allergies.
and is an umbrella term for all acts of kindness,

then frozen until it is needed. There are even

and services. And the pleasure comes from

of which free loaning is just one. Other members

volunteers who undertake certain dietary

holding that delivery in our hands. What we

of this family of kindness are giving charity,

restrictions in order to produce milk that can

are giving is from God, and as we facilitate the

burying the dead, hospitality to guests, visiting

be given to babies suffering from allergies.

process of getting it to its rightful owners, we
have the pleasure of a closeness with our Creator.

STOREHOUSE OF KINDNESS

If there is any payment for doing a kindness, it is

The closest thing to free loaning is the barter

Aside from all the practical and communal

this pleasure that we feel as we experience our

system which became popular in the late ‘60s,

benefits of free loans, there is a deeper spiritual

proximity to God.

and still flourishes. In this system, people decide

element as well.

INTEREST OR CARRYING CHARGES

they want to reduce their reliance on money
through bartering goods and services. If you

Who is the Master of Kindness? God Himself is

Imagine a department store unlike any you have

need something and I need something, we might

constantly engaged in sustaining all of Creation

ever encountered. It’s the store of your wildest

be able to make a switch.

through His infinite acts of

dreams, where there are no cash registers

kindness.The Sages say that the
world came into being so that

35

and no price tags. Suppose you’re making an
engagement party in your house for 60 people.
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the sick, and more.

You walk into the store with a shopping list in your mind of everything

Rabbi Simcha Wasserman explains that the greatest happiness in life is that

you need.

achieved by giving to another. Can yet another chicken consumed, or even
another car bought, compare to the satisfaction a person can receive seeing

You:

Hello, can you help me? I need a set of dishes for 60 people, but I

his wealth being used to feed and clothe others and pull them out of their

don’t want to buy them. I don’t need to own all those dishes, and

troubles? Can anything compare to seeing someone’s anxiousness replaced

also I’ve got no place for them in my apartment.

by unexpected happiness?

Clerk: No problem.You can have the dishes for the night, and you have

You:

to pay absolutely nothing. In fact, you can choose from one of

In the Mattersdorf neighborhood of Jerusalem, a bag of baby’s pacifiers

several patterns. Now, what else do you need?

hangs on the fence that runs along a well-traveled road. Next to the bag is

Tables and chairs.

a small sign saying that anyone is welcome to take a pacifier and asked

Clerk: Again, no problem. They’ll be delivered and later picked up by a
You:

to please return a new one to the bag when convenient. Lost pacifiers

free delivery service. What else do you need?

can be a problem, especially if the baby wakes up in the middle of the

Money.

night, as so often happens. This self-service gemach operates on its own

Clerk: That’s our specialty! You can have $500, $1,000, and even larger
sums, with easy, long-term repayment plans. And there’s no

all day and all night.
© Varda and Yaakov Branfman, 2004.

interest charged!
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Excerpted from The Hidden World by Yaakov and Varda Branfman.
Free loaning is not a matter of a haughty, “Look what we have that you

Varda Branfman is the author of the recent book, I Remembered

need.” It is rather the quiet satisfaction of knowing that one’s own foresight

In The Night Your Name, which can be ordered at their website,

and planning have contributed to someone else’s well being.

www.carobspring.com.
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From the

Frumster Files
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by Jonathan Schwartz

Almost three years ago, Daniel moved from

if things looked promising enough, to fly out to

and this was my first ‘encounter’ with Jewish

Israel to Japan to study Mathematical Physics.

meet her.

people. So I knew that there were a people

He knew that he’d be there for some time, and

called Jews, and they were persecuted, but it

that it would be very difficult finding fellow

Enter Yona Chava (also known as Yuuko), a

didn’t mean anything to me at that time,” she

Jewish singles, especially a single observant

Japanese convert to Judaism who, after living

describes.

Jewish woman. Daniel chose Frumster.com, an

in Jerusalem, returned to Japan to visit her

online dating service catering to inspired Jews

family. Her journey towards “Torah Judaism” is as

Ironically, at university she studied Arabic and

worldwide. He knew there was no chance of

engaging as her journey to find her soulmate.

Islam.“I was very interested in the Islamic culture

finding a single Jewish woman in Japan with

and Islam as a religion, but interestingly found

his values but he hoped there was an observant

“When I was ten years old, I had read A Diary of

that my lack of Jewish knowledge frustrated my

single somewhere on his side of the world and,

Anne Frank, which is very popular book in Japan

intellectual understanding. I found many things

in Islam connected to Judaism and as such

The couple decided to meet in Kyoto.“He looked

“The differences between religious and secular

decided that I should study Judaism and Modern

cuter than I had expected,” she remarks. Their

online dating are many,” says Saker. “On other

Hebrew. Not surprisingly, I found my study of

first date was at a botanical garden, and they

sites, people may be looking for mere friendship,

Judaism and Modern Hebrew much more fun!

a girl or boyfriend. Religious backgrounds aren’t

Judaism fascinated me. The more I studied, the

spent the next ten hours together. The rest is
history. They were married in Tokyo on the 24th

more I became interested.”

of January, 2005, in what may have been the

unfortunately ‘anything goes’-type of pictures,

first observant Jewish wedding in Japan since

often the more suggestive, the better.”

Yona moved to Jerusalem where she studied

the Second World War. “This is truly a miracle.

But on Frumster the users are practicing Jews

Modern Hebrew in a summer ulpan course at

Finding a shidduch (match) in Japan isn’t one

interested in dating for marriage for whom

necessarily

important.

Profilees’ photos

are

shared religious outlook and observance growth

They were married in Tokyo on the
24th of January, 2005, in what may
have been the first Jewish wedding
in Japan since shortly after the
Second World War.

level weigh most heavily.
“Sarah,” an Interior Designer from a suburb of
Philadelphia, discovered Frumster about a year
ago when discussing online dating options with
a friend who found her bashert [soulmate]
at Frumster. “There’s a certain level of respect
that you feel from Frumster that you don’t get
anywhere else. You can trust people have values
and are interested in serious relationships. At
some of the other sites, they’re only interested
in looks and more superficial things. Everyone

Hebrew University of Jerusalem for two months.

in a million, it’s one in 126 million- and it shows

She stayed at the local dormitory and began

that one should never give up hope,” says Daniel.

meeting many religious people for the first time,

“If G-d can bring a Jewish couple together in

and went to Synagogues every Shabbat, and felt

Japan, he can do so anywhere!”

more and more ‘at home.’

who is contacting me [on Frumster] is looking
for something more substantial.”
Telling stories of how Jewish singles found
each other for marriage dates back to the Torah.

“Frumster provides a uniquely secure, modest
Around this time, she began thinking about

and comfortable online dating environment

converting to Judaism, but she had to finish

for observant, marriage-minded single Jews

writing her M.A. thesis first, so she headed back

worldwide,” says Derek Saker, Director of

to Japan. A few months later, she decided to

Marketing at Frumster.com. Now a leader in

convert, and returned to Israel to study where

online dating for observant Jews, Frumster boasts

she later completed her Orthodox conversion.

more than 400 married members in just 3 and a

In Genesis, we read all about how Abraham’s
servant found Isaac’s wife Rebecca at a well.
The Talmud even reports that G-d Himself is
kept busy manipulating events to bring intended
couples into each others lives. The web is now
the newest frontier for His favorite pastime.

“When I told my friends that I was moving back

stands with over 17,000 screened members

to Japan for a while, some of them suggested that

and touts itself as a virtual meeting place for

I place my profile on the internet dating sites.

singles - from the newly interested in Mitzva

One of my friends told me that Frumster would

observance to modern Orthodox, from yeshivish

be the best for me, as it is worldwide, and people

to chasidish to Carlbachian.

are observant. I felt I had nothing to lose – so I
decided to post my details,” she says. Yona did an

Saker says that Frumster enables members to

immediate search for men in Japan – and one

gauge more of an in-depth perspective of an

man, Daniel, came up!

individual through meaningful communication,
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and makes it possible for observant singles
with similar outlooks, but different geographic
locations, to meet.
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half years. The site, created in December 2001,
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by Sarah Shapiro

W

hen I as a teenager was searching for truth as only an assimilated

FOLLOWING THE RULES

Jewish teenager can, one of the New Age disciplines I dipped into

To me at 19, putdowns didn’t seem like such a big deal, and I found it odd

for a while was a system of self-study based on the teachings of a

to have such emphasis placed on eliminating something that to my mind

19th century Russian mystic by the name of Gurdjieff.

was just a natural part of life. Nonetheless, as a diligent and earnest young
seeker, I took it upon myself to adhere to the rules.
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Gurdjieff’s goal had been that people should “wake up” and become fully
conscious human beings, rather than live out their lives as robots. I joined a

Months went by, and something interesting started happening. This single

Gurdjieff group whose leader (he was Jewish, too, of course, as were most

abstention -- inadequate as my sporadic practice of it proved to be --

of the other members) took as his central premise this principle:

increasingly had the effect of casting a disconcertingly bright light onto all
sorts of feelings within that had previously been hidden from my view.

The behavior which most hinders an individual’s psychological and spiritual
awakening is the pervasive human inclination to put other people down.
The study group’s guiding maxim, therefore, was “Don’t let a putdown
pass your lips.”

It seemed that this one gesture of self-restraint

A book published just about the time I arrived

As

understood

in

this

observant

Jewish

-- that of denying myself the luxury of imposing

in New York,“Guard Your Tongue,” by Rabbi Zelig

community, the focus of shmirat halashon was

my negativity upon others -- was automatically

Pliskin, set forth for the English-speaking public

not me or my enlightenment. At the center was

getting me in touch with the much deadlier

Judaism’s laws governing this area of behavior.

my relationship with God.

THE SHORTCOMINGS OF GOODWILL

TRANSCENDING INDIVIDUAL QUESTS

I learned that since human nature is such

As legitimate, noble and desirable as any given

Not much time passed before God in His wisdom

that we’re all experts at rationalization and

individual’s personal growth may be, and as

plucked me up out of the sunny West Coast, and,

self-justification, goodwill is insufficient. The

effective a tool as guarding one’s speech may be

much to my surprise, set me down -- where else?

commitment to refrain from putdowns has to be

along the way to that goal, I gradually learned

-- in Orthodox Brooklyn.

buttressed by a subtle, comprehensive network

that spiritual growth transcends any particular

of “halacha” (mandated behaviors) applicable in

individual’s quest for liberation.

negativity I was unconsciously directing my
own way.

The cultural milieu could not have been more

all the infinitely varied situations which arise in

different, except, to my mind, in one noticeable

daily life.

Whatever I do, privately or publicly, is linked

respect. Just as put-downs had been strictly

inextricably to the well-being of the community.

forbidden during my memorable stint at the self-

The nuances

were

intriguing. Sometimes,

In fact, it’s linked to the world beyond my own

study group -- whose forty or so members had

divulging negative information can be essential

reach, and to worlds beyond human perception.

waged a lonely, uphill battle against the socially

-- for instance, when it comes to a prospective
To the extent that my mundane daily speech is

Under certain circumstances, saying

morally sensitive, to that extent will it promote

something positive about someone is

little words I utter have infinite significance in

when it’s likely to arouse a listener’s
jealousy or skepticism.

the well-being of -- dare I say it? -- mankind. The
the eyes of our Creator.
Refraining from putting people down, and from
putting oneself down, is an aspect of our purpose
here in the world -- to come to recognize that
each and every one of us is nothing less than
the Creator’s personal handiwork. To insult one
of God’s creations is to disturb our relationship
with God Himself.

accepted, casual denigration of one’s fellows --

marriage partner, or a business deal. Under

COMMUNITY-WIDE DEDICATION

here was an entire community that made shmirat

certain circumstances, saying something positive

Decades passed. I’ve long since been plucked

halashon (literally: “guarding one’s tongue”) a

about someone is the wrong thing to do -- for

out of that community in Brooklyn and set down

pivotal, community-wide, institutionalized aspect

example, when it’s likely to arouse a listener’s

here in Jerusalem, where the ancient traditions

of religious observance.

jealousy or skepticism.

are far more deeply rooted than

The Torah, apparently, had forbidden gossip,

I was taken aback by this psychological

slander and derogatory speech quite some

realism in an ancient tradition which, tribally

time ago -- at Mount Sinai, actually -- well before

speaking, I could claim as my very own. Aside

the advent of California’s Human Potential

from its vastly more comprehensive scope,

Movement.

there was an essential difference, however,

continued on page 46

between what I’d learned in the self-study
group, and Judaism’s concept and practice of this
discipline.
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the wrong thing to do – for example,

not only my own psychological well-being but

ajs | food

We have discovered that our kids learn best

of the Ten Commandments!” Contrary to what

through a multi-sensory approach and Shavuot

we’re used to seeing, the stone tablets of the

invites educational diversity through foods,

Ten Commandments were not rounded on top.

décor, and activities. Let me share with you a few

They were rectangular and blintzes are a great

of the approaches we’ve adopted.

reminder of them. The sweetness of blintzes
reminds us of something King David stressed

Our Sages tell us that when our ancestors

about the content of the commandments. He

received the Torah at Mt. Sinai, the whole

said that G-d’s precepts were “sweeter than the

mountain was rich with verdant plant growth.

honey and the honeycomb” (Psalm 19:9-11). If

In commemoration, my kids gather boughs and

you are a blintz lover, try my recipe for Baby

branches which we arrange on the table. Then

Blintzes. You can find it on page 188 of my first

we scatter color flower heads amongst them.

book, Kosher by Design.They are so easy and fun

For the main meal, I prepare special flower

to make. We make a family activity out of it.

arrangements for each place setting, using my

LIVING WITH
SHAVUOT

BY

SUSIE FISHBEIN
WITH
GAVRIEL ARYEH SANDERS

In our home, we do all we can to bring each

for each.

holiday “alive” through foods, song, activities,
having guests, and learning the laws and customs

Shavuot is well-known as a “milchig” (dairy)

associated with the holiday; in short, we live with

holiday. Many families make at least one of the

the holiday as a bridge between the generations.

holiday meals dairy only. Some families will
opt for a dairy-based snack, followed later by a

My husband and I realized some years ago that we

traditional “fleishig” (meat) dinner.

could not afford to “outsource” the baton pass of
Jewish ideals and commitment. Day schools and

There are several reasons for the dairy twist to

congregations are wonderful adjuncts to Jewish

the holiday. Our Sages tell us that when the Torah

learning. But the Jewish home is really where the

was first given, the people were not comfortable

action is. That’s why I worked hard to find a way

preparing meat according to all the new kosher

to work from home -- so we could have the time

laws. So instead, during those first days, they

to do what’s really important for our children’s

The author of the best-selling Kosher

ate dairy. A hint of this is derived from the

Jewish identity. The effort may be considerable,

juxtaposition of laws about the Festival of First

but the yield has been enormous. I am so grateful

by Design and Kosher by Design

Fruits appearing adjacent to the laws about milk

for the impact the Jewish holidays have on us.

and meat (Exodus 23:19).

They give us pause to rediscover where we’ve

Entertains on how to make Shavuot a

been historically and what we can be today.
Also, the Kabbalists tell us, the numerical value

multi-sensory experience!
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grandmother’s antique tea cups as the holder

of the word milk (chalav) is forty, the number
of days that Moses spent on the mountain.

Susie Fishbein is the author of the bestseller

S

Finally, there is a custom to read Psalm 68 during

cookbook Kosher by Design and Kosher

havuot, the Festival of Weeks, is a

Shavuot, which refers to Mt. Sinai by the name

by Design Entertains (ArtScroll Mesorah

very special holiday in our home.

Har Gavnunim, which can be understood to

Publications). She holds an MS degree from

Like Passover, my husband and I savor

mean “a place of cheese”. Our kids love learning

Brooklyn College and resides in Livingston

retelling our children the amazing account of

about these fascinating insights from the Hebrew

NJ with her husband and four children. She

how the Jewish people received the Torah – our

language, the biblical account, and the Sages.

is currently working on a new volume for
children “Kosher By Design – Kids in the

community treasure - at Mt. Sinai fifty days after
I asked one of my kids what her favorite dairy

their exodus from Egypt.
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food for Shavuot is. “Blintzes!” she said. I asked
why and she remarked, “Because they’re really
sweet and good and they look like the tablets

Kitchen”, due in November 2005.

baby blintzes

salmon primavera

These can be served hot, warm, or at room temperature.

This simple preparation yields such a wow factor in taste and presentation. I love serving
it at room temperature. If you start out with good quality fresh fish it will taste like a good
poached salmon.

8 ounces farmer cheese (regular, not unsalted)
8 ounces cottage cheese (2% or 4% milkfat)
3 tablespoons sour cream
1⁄3 cup sugar
1⁄2 cup all-purpose baking mix, such as Bisquick
1 teaspoon vanilla
3 tablespoons melted butter
3 large eggs
12 raspberries
24 blueberries
cinnamon/sugar
sour cream
extra berries for garnish
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Heavily grease a muffin tin with butter or nonstick
cooking spray. In a large bowl, mix the farmer cheese, cottage cheese, sour cream,
sugar, baking mix, vanilla, melted butter, and eggs with an electric mixer at medium
speed.
2. Fill each of the muffin compartments halfway with the mixture. Place 1 raspberry and
2 blueberries on top of each muffin tin. Bake 20-25 minutes.
3. Remove from oven. Before serving sprinkle each baby blintze with cinnamon/sugar
mixture and a small dollop of sour cream.
4. Garnish with fresh berries.
Yield: 12 servings
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1. Preheat oven to 375˚F.
2. Season the salmon fillet with salt and pepper. Brush an even thick coating of the
mustard all over the salmon.
3. Place the salmon on a parchment or foil lined baking sheet. Place the fish horizontally
in front of you. Starting at the left end of the fillet, lay a column of overlapping slices
of the zucchini. On the next row lay a column of overlapping slices of the squash,
they should be overlapping the zucchini a bit as well. On the next row, lay a column
of overlapping slices of tomatoes, they should slightly overlap on the squash. Begin
again with the zucchini, followed by the squash, and the tomato. Continue in this
fashion until the whole fillet is covered.
4. In a small bowl, mix the breadcrumbs, dill, and olive oil. Sprinkle over the top of the
vegetables.
5. Bake for 30-35 minutes. Remove one of the vegetables in the thickest part of the
fillet and test to make sure the fish is done, and then cover it back up with the
vegetable.
6. Serve hot or at room temperature. Can be refrigerated overnight and brought to
room temperature the next day.
Yield: 8-10 servings
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21⁄2 -3 pounds Wild Pacific or Sockeye salmon fillet
salt
freshly ground black pepper
Dijon mustard or thick honey mustard, like Honeycup® brand
1 small zucchini, with skin, thinly sliced
1 small yellow squash, with skin, thinly sliced
2 Roma or plum tomatoes, thinly sliced
1⁄4 cup unflavored breadcrumbs or panko
2 tablespoons chopped fresh dill
2 tablespoons olive oil
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Artists

of the

Soul
by Y.A. Sinclair
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Art is inspiration wrestling with constriction,
the constriction of the idea doing battle with
the physical. In whichever medium the artist
chooses to clothe his muse, he must struggle
with the characteristics and the limitations of
that medium. After all, he is trying to coax that
which is beyond the physical to reside within
the physical. It’s no wonder then that good art
is rare.
However, without this struggle of visionconstricted-through-media, there is no art; the

The View From Lifta

All of us experience moments of poetry.

Why does the light playing

Art exists as a function of constriction, not in

on this particular patch of grass

They may come from events in our personal

spite of it.That dance of the mind and spirit with

touch my heart?

lives – the re-uniting of long-lost family, a birth,

paper and paint, that exquisite tension between

What makes it

a death. Or these moments of inspiration may

the material and the ephemeral, is where art

the essential patch of grass,

spring from our world of teeming splendor, from

lives and breathes. Just as a flute only produces

the patch of grass?

our sense of joy and wonder at the creation.

music by the constriction of breath through a

Why do I need to make a

Some of us, however, are not content to leave

metal pipe, and without that constriction there

photograph of it?

those moments of inspiration in the realm of

is no music, so all the plastic arts rely on the

Or the clouds.

the intangible. We feel the need to give them

celebration of limits.

What are the unspoken messages

a physical existence, to immortalize them in

of those great candyfloss giants

words, in song, in paint, or as a photograph.

tiptoeing across the night sky?
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mind can dance, but there is no dancing partner.

And, ironically, the more constricting the
medium, the more poetic the product. To this

What of the dust rising

Once we have made a commitment to clothe our

day, black and white photographs, limited to

from the distant most turn of

inspiration with earthly garb, there comes the

differing shades and contrasts of light and dark,

the road on its way

difficult and frustrating process of wrestling with

are esteemed as ‘more artistic’ than less limited

to the tomb of Samuel the Prophet?

stubborn charcoal and canvas, obdurate gouache,

color photographs.

obstinate film and chemicals, to say nothing of
the intractable depths of Photoshop®.

“...In the image of G-d, He created in.3” This verse
in the Torah is often misunderstood as meaning
that Judaism believes in an anthropomorphic
G-d; that G-d has arms, feet, a head and a back.

In other words,this
world and everything
in it is G-d’s Work
of Art.
obviously this cannot be a correct understanding,

spirit. An earthly artist can only create a static

You can’t marry whomever you want. You can’t

world. Show me an artist whose paintings can

even pick up a telephone on Saturday.” (Thank

multiply and proliferate or a playwright whose

G-d!)

characters have free choice to make decisions
that will influence the course of the play!

The life of a Jew is brim full of constrictions and
restrictions. It is these very restrictions, however,

The ultimate Artist is G-d. G-d’s artwork moves

that allow our souls to sing. G-d put into this

and breathes. His creations are not only alive,

world a mystical song. It is called the Torah. The

they generate

life.3

Torah is the score - the notes and semibrieves of

G-d is a non-physical, non-spiritual entity of

existence. The Torah allows us to turn this world

whose essence we can ultimately know nothing.

The Talmud says that “if you never saw the

into art. The mitzvot are the raw material of the

However, what ends up in this world as a hand

second Beit HaMikdash (Holy Temple), you

artist of the soul. They restrict us – but they are

is but the lowest incarnation of something that

never saw a beautiful building in your

life.4”

the paint and canvas that give us the power to

starts off at the highest level as an aspect of G-d’s

The Beit HaMikdash was called the “eye of

make the physical world speak in the language

interface with His creation. Thus, to the extent

the world.” The eye is a physical organ but it

of the spirit. They are the media through which

that it is possible, G-d gives us the ability to know

receives something that is about as non-physical

we create the ultimate art that can exist, because

Him through knowing ourselves. As it says in the

as you can get - light. The eye is the gateway to

they allow us to form a partnership with the

G-d.2”

a non-physical existence called light. The Beit

Ultimate Artist in His ultimate artwork.

On one level, this means that by reflecting on

Hamikdash was called “the eye of the world”

the miraculous nature of the body – the most

because it was the portal for the Light. The Beit

complex and brilliant feat of engineering on

HaMikdash was the most beautiful building not

the planet – a person should be the hand of a

because its of its dimensions and proportions

Footnotes

Creator. On another level, though, the fact that

or its finishes but because it represented the

1. Genesis 1:27

G-d created us in his image and that we are in

tzimtzum of Hashem in this world. “…what

2. Job 19:2

some manner of speaking similar means that

house could you build me and what place

3. Berachot 10a

book of Job, “From my flesh, I will see

by understanding ourselves, we can understand

could be My resting

They are the tools of the artist of the soul.

4. Bava Batra 4a.

place?5”

5. Isaiah 66:1

something about G-d.
G-d ‘constricted’ Himself to allow the existence
Thus, man’s ability to create – our ability to

of the universe. This act of tzimtzum was the

take the material world and make it speak the

first and greatest artwork. As we are created

This article originally appeared as part of

language of emotion, of inspiration – must be a

“in the image of G-d”, it must be then that we

the Seasons of the Moon series.

reflection of some characteristic of G-d. In other

possess a parallel ability in earthly terms. One

words, the fact that art exists reveals some aspect

aspect we have already noted - the universe is

of the Divine.

G-d’s work of art. However, there is more.

Jewish mystical sources teach that when G-d

Over three thousand years ago this month,

created the universe, He “constricted Himself”

G-d gave the Jewish People the Torah at Sinai.

to allow the appearance of something other

The word Torah comes from the root meaning

than Himself. This concept is called tzimtzum

“instructions.” You could look at the Torah like

- literally “constriction.”

this: “How restrictive! You can’t eat scampi.

In other words, this world and everything in it is

must eat at certain times and fast at others. Who

G-d’s Work of Art.

needs all these instructions? You can’t gossip.

The Ultimate Artist is G-d. However, when an
artist of flesh and blood paints a picture on a
wall, he cannot infuse his creation with a living
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at www.ohr.edu. See also the author’s
portfolio of fine art black and white
photographs at www.ohr.edu/seasons/
photos/
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You have to pray at certain prescribed times.You

Other articles by the author can be found

continued from page 41
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the tall old pine out my window. But I’m still surrounded, as I was back then,
by Jews of all ages whose dedication to the goal of guarding their speech
is as fervent and sincere as was mine when, as an innocent teenager, I first
started looking for truth.
Recently, the annual city-wide seminar for Shmirat HaLashon took place
in neighborhoods throughout Jerusalem. An event organized by and for
women, it consisted of classes held all day long on the meaning and practice
of guarding one’s speech, and a mass rally at night bringing together an
estimated ten thousand people.
It wasn’t the grand opening of a new department store, it wasn’t a political
party’s fund-raiser. It was a gathering of people who are trying to better
utilize, in private and in public, the gift which is the identifying characteristic
of our species: our amazing ability to speak.
There’s a simple question that in general we can ask ourselves when in
doubt as to whether a particular remark would be permitted: Would the
person of whom I’m speaking be pleased or displeased were this comment
uttered in his presence?
With a guideline as self-evident and straightforward as that, why should it
be necessary to review the laws of proper speech on a regular basis? That is
indeed a mystery of the human soul. But the good news is this:
If not for the powerful, ever-recurring urge that’s implanted within us to
speak ill of others, we wouldn’t have this great opportunity to refine our

Coming This Summer!
Download the Inspiring Lectures
of
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Rav Moshe Weinberger
Congregation Aish Kodesh of Woodmere, NY
in MP3 Format
at
www.aishkodesh.org
Please visit our website to join our email list
and to listen to currently available lectures online
Some lectures can also be heard live via teleconference!
See the calendar on our website for schedule
and free access number

characters, thereby joining God in our own creation daily.
When we curb that inexplicable urge to put others down, we start finding
ourselves less frequently in the irritating company of imbeciles, ingrates,
and sadists, and surrounded more often, much to our surprise, by fallible,
vulnerable, striving human beings who resemble -- how uncanny! -- none
other than you and me.

Sarah Shapiro is the author of Growing With My Children, Don’t You
Know. It’s a Perfect World, and A Gift Passed Along [Artscroll], and
editor, most recently, of The Mother in Our Lives [Targum/Feldheim].
She lectures and teaches writing in Israel and America.

continued from page 26
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We heard that twenty-five thousand would be
in our building, the Continental Airlines Arena
and nearly a hundred thousand more around
America.
It’s hard to imagine. The last time the Siyum
(completion of the Talmud) was celebrated, we
were all pretty much too young to remember. But
we had a feeling that this would be something to
remember. And boy, was it ever.”
“It’s hard to imagine what it would be like to be
close to Hashem (G-d). But I feel that it must be
something like that night. It was such a privilege
to be there with our Papa (great-grandfather).
And I was so proud that he completed the
whole Talmud studying together with our Zaidy
(grandfather), his son, every single day for more
than 7 years!” Tzvi was already looking forward
to being there next time as well.
“Do you think I was the youngest one there?”
nine-year-old Efraim wanted to know. Though
probably not the youngest he may have been
close. But the thrill and excitement of attending
the greatest modern day assembly for the honor
of Torah had impacted these children in a way
they could not yet possibly know. Looking at
their faces, though, they seemed to have touched
Heaven.

spoke to them about the doubts he had growing

knowledgeable Jews. Tzvi, Avromi and Efraim

and then lifted his eyes to the rear view mirror to

up and how he had wondered if there would

Spero were the glowing answers to every

see the three of them waiting for his answer. “All

ever be Torah in America. In fact, he doubted it

question he’d had.Torah was not only in America

right,” he said to his children. “I’ll try.”

could ever be.

– it was filling its most famous arena.
The completion of the next cycle is already

That night he lived it more powerfully than he

“Daddy, are you going to finish Daf Yomi next

would ever have dared to dream. His son was

time around?” the boys wanted to know as they

there, his grandchildren were there and so were

were driving home. Their father smiled. He

many of his great-grandchildren – proud and

glanced over at Papa who was seated next to him

scheduled for Thursday, August 2, 2012.
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As the Speros left the arena, they listened as Papa
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DG:“…In Buddhism, I am placing myself at the
disposal of the attributes that are represented
by the Buddha statue…What Judaism may see
as idols, Buddhism sees as intermediaries..”

While Bu-Jews used to be a curiosity, things have

AT: “We relate to the Source; we bypass the

changed. As author Gottlieb points out, many of

intermediaries…[We] are not bound by …the

the most prominent American Zen practitioners

sphere of the stars…”

and scholars are Jewish by birth, and more than

Letters to a Buddhist Jew
by Akiva Tatz and David Gottlieb
Targum/Feldheim 2004, hardcover, 298 pages
Reviewed by Doron Kornbluth

one fifth of all American Buddhists are Jewish.

Letters is more than a dialogue between

Many Jews are searching for some kind of

religions. It is a profound explanation of Judaism

spirituality, and significant numbers are looking

for those who are attracted to the Eastern

towards the East – the Far East! - for inspiration.

approaches to spirituality, showing that Judaism

What attracts Jews to Eastern religions? What

indeed possesses all – and more – of the good

seems to be lacking from the way Judaism

that seekers have found in the East. Consider

is presented (and often practiced) today?

the following story that Akiva Tatz mentions in

Furthermore, what are the differences between

his introduction: A Jewish searcher had been

the two religions? Are they compatible? What are

studying in the East for an extended period of

the points of commonality and divergence?

time. He finally was able to arrange an audience
with the Dalai Lama, who greeted him warmly

Divided into thematic chapters (Source, Bowing,

and asked if the searcher was Jewish.

Idolatry, Ego, Legalism and Spiritual Vacuity, Joy,
“Dear Rabbi Tatz,

Meditation, Silence, Suffering, Complexity and

“ ‘Indeed,’ I replied.

Simplicity…) Letters to a Buddhist Jew gets
I am a Zen Jew struggling to resolve these two

to the heart of both religions. An extremely

[the Dalai Lama] was silent for a couple of

identities…[My wife’s] visceral discomfort [of

well-educated and articulate Buddhist Jew,

minutes and then said:“You come from the most

my newfound religion] has now reached the

David Gottlieb is able to present Buddhism’s

ancient wisdom…the source ... You do not need

point of the unbearable (“David, your practicing

core teachings and ask pointed questions to a

to travel all the way here to seek the truth… You

Buddhism is a knife in my heart”)…I must make

knowledgeable and articulate Jewish teacher,

should return to your country and learn your

a significant decision: do I commit myself fully to

who responds with respect and depth. Here are

religion well ...”

Judaism and abandon Zen altogether – the Zen

a few samples:

that helped me to awaken spiritually for the first
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time in my adult life?”

Letters to a Buddhist Jew is an ‘enlightening’
DG:“You can practice Buddhism and still be a Jew.

read, and a profound one. Its prime audience

After all, I’m merely cultivating mindfulness…

is Jews who are already practicing, or showing

Thus began two years of intense, deep,

Buddhism does not focus on G-d…Zen practice

interest in Eastern meditation and religions.

philosophical, searching – and sometimes

neither affirms nor denies the existence of God:

However, even those of us who are not ‘Bu-Jew-

combative – correspondence between South

it addresses the form and nature of existence as

wannabees’ will gain tremendously from the

African born physician and renowned author

we know it, and as we can know it…In Zen you

clarity of both authors, allowing us to understand

and lecturer, Rabbi Dr.Akiva Tatz and Chicago-

simply experience…”

what Buddhism – and Judaism – are all about.

based businessman, community activist and

Letters to a Buddhist Jew stands out as an

ordained Zen Buddhist David Gottlieb. With the

AT: “If [Buddhism] accepts the existence of G-d,

intellectual dialogue, presenting the philosophy,

publication of these email correspondences in

then not to go on to investigate what G-d is, says

joy, and depth of Judaism that many seeking Jews

book form,‘Bu-Jews’ and other curious onlookers

and does would be …madness …If one comes to

are really looking for. Finally, at long last, with

alike can now participate, so to speak, in this

the conclusion that the universe has a conscious

Letters, they have help finding it.

incredible dialogue.

Creator and Master, all one’s investigations
and subsequent conclusions will be radically
different in the deepest way…”
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In 1994, there were only ten Jewish related websites on the Internet.Things
have changed quite dramatically since then. It is estimated that there are
almost 100,000 Jewish related Web sites today. Not bad for between 12 and
14 million people!
One of the biggest and most impressive of all Jewish sites is the pioneer
www.torah.org (Project Genesis). Point Communications called it “among
the top 5% of all sites on the Internet!” and PC Computing has included it in
the ‘Top 1001 Internet Sites.’ Recently expanded, revamped, and made even
more user-friendly, it is fitting to take another look at this incredible Jewish

Web Site Review: www.torah.org
(Project Genesis)

source, which is celebrating its tenth anniversary this year – after all, how
many Web sites can boast that?

Review by Doron Kornbluth
Aside from ‘headliner’ articles on a variety of interesting and timely topics,
Project Genesis has pioneered the use and popularity of electronic Jewish
mailing lists. Each ‘list’ is really a class given at regular intervals by a real
person – usually, but not always, a Rabbi.

▼

Portion of the Week: almost twenty weekly classes for all levels and
interests, centered on the weekly Torah reading, the most famous of
which is perhaps Rabbi Frand’s list from Baltimore.

Dozens of lists are running at any given time, with many thousands of
subscribers. Here are only a few examples:

▼

▼

▼

▼

Torah-Forum: Fascinating and timely discussions on all subjects

there are fifteen different texts to choose from, learning a little bit each

Jewish.

week. Readers see the text ‘inside’ and over time manage to complete

Jewish holidays: This list discusses central ideas of each holiday, as

many core Jewish sources. Torah.org has also put an entire ‘Knowledge

well as relevant historical background, customs, practices, and laws.

Base’ online, with categories such as “the Basics of Judaism,” Jewish History,

Women in Judaism: In this popular list, Mrs. Leah Kohn of the Jewish

Charity, Lifecycle events, and more. This full-service Web site includes a Bar/

Renaissance Center in New York City addresses a broad range of topics

Bat Mitzvah calculator, candle-lighting times, free electronic greeting cards,

on women and Jewish spirituality, law and philosophy.

and more.

Maharal: Profound philosophical and mystical teachings of the
Talmudic Tractate, “The Sayings of the Fathers”, through the eyes
of Rabbi Yehuda Loewe (the Maharal), famed 16th-century Jewish

Since it pioneered the field, the Jewish internet has exploded. There are

scholar

there, why stick with the original? Simply because torah.org is still - to many

Jewish Law: Various lists centered on different aspects of Jewish law.

people - the ‘Mother of all Jewish sites,’ with an amazing amount of Torah

The halacha-yomis contains translations and explanations of the

information to suit all levels, backgrounds and tastes. May they have many

standard Code of Jewish Law. The Gossip list: You are what you speak.

more years of success!

This list helps us avoid hurting ourselves and others through gossip,
slander and negativity. We learn about the Jewish attitude and laws
of Loshon Hora—the evil tongue. Business Law: everyday business
situations addressed in Jewish law.
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even books guiding people through the Jewish net! With so much out
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▼

Aside from the email lists, torah.org provides text study online. At present

I must admit that I was distracted during much
of the ceremony by my view. I was sitting on
the left side of the massive tent, facing large
windows. Below the windows, and to the left
of the podium, sat the German-Polish Youth
Orchestra of Lower Silesia, the male members of
which wore big, black, silk yarmulkes. I looked
past this dubious attempt at cultural solidarity
and found myself drawn to the extraordinary

THE
BERLIN
MEMORIAL

picture out the window - the field of columns,
and then, rising above the trees of the Tiergarten
beyond the memorial, the cupola of the Reichstag,
surrounded by fluttering German flags.
There was no doubt that this was a remarkable
place. Who else does this? A huge section in
the center of their nation’s capital, dedicated
to the people their grandparents killed. I could

by Rabbi Josh Spinner

not help, however, returning to the question of
who it is for. Did they build it because they felt
we needed or wanted it? Or did they build it

I

had a ticket for the green section, directly

On reflection, I would have rather sat across

because they needed or wanted it?

behind the yellow section for survivors

from my neighbors than next to them. I would

The President of the Central Council of Jews

and families. I sat down in the first row,

have wanted to see their faces, their expressions,

in Germany, Paul Spiegel, tried to answer these

not noticing that my row and the one behind

to have read their thoughts. Were they proud

questions. In his remarks, he stated clearly that

were reserved for members of the Bundestag,

that the memorial had finally been built?

this is not “our” memorial. Ours is Yad Vashem

Germany’s parliament. As the rows filled in,

Discomforted by yet another round of direct

in Jerusalem. This memorial is for the Germans.

those sitting to my left and right must have

confrontation with their nation’s guilt? Were

They initiated it, they built it, it is in their country
- it belongs to them.

Mr. Eisenman, do you know that the Talmud
has exactly 2,711 pages? He stepped back
in shock. Are you sure?

After the ceremony, the thousand or so guests
in attendance filed out of the tent to wander
through the uneven paths between the columns.
As I walked out into the rain, something began
to nag at me.

I had received an email that
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morning from a list I subscribe to, mentioning
noticed that I did not belong. It could not have

they among the vast majority in the Bundestag

that the number of columns in the memorial,

been difficult - no doubt attributable as much

who voted for it in 1999, or those who voted

2,711, was exactly the same as the number of

to my yarmulke as to my unfamiliar face. I,

against it? Why did the vote pass? Why was this

pages in the Babylonian Talmud. Having paid

however, did not notice that I was out of place

enormous, five acre field of stone columns built,

attention recently to coverage of the celebration

until much later. Thus, I sat through the opening

right here in the heart of the city? Is it for us or

completing the daily cycle of Talmud study

ceremony of the Memorial to the Murdered Jews

for them?

(2,711 pages in 2,711 days), I knew this to

of Europe, as it is officially called, surrounded by

be true. My initial interest in this connection,

the children and grandchildren of those who had

however, was limited. I assumed Peter Eisenman,

murdered them.
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the New York based architect responsible
for the memorial (and a Jew), had done this
intentionally. This would not have surprised me.

take the memory and make it part of your life.

He stepped back in shock. Are you sure? Yes, sir,

Give it a taste, a place, a time. Make it something

I am. What a story, said the Jewish architect.

you do, or something you can take with you
wherever you go. Rather than a field of columns

After he rushed off to escort a number of

somewhere meant to stand for something,

prominent German politicians through the

choose a field of behavior and experience that is

underground documentation center, I decided

meaningful in itself.

We are used to such symbolism in Jewish related

to wander through the field of columns. The

architecture here in Berlin, due in part to Daniel

paths undulate, the columns rose well above

For us, the Talmud is that field. Its 2,711 pages

Libeskind and his Jewish Museum which opened

my head, and as I moved deeper into the field,

form the basis - indeed the very structure - of our

here several years ago. Libeskind is a Polish Jew,

I found myself losing direction. Turning corners

world. Our ideas and philosophies, our laws and

descended from Chassidim of the Gur dynasty,

into yet more endless rows of identical grey, I

customs, our deepest secrets and most cherished

and imbues much of his work with numbers,

felt increasingly alone with my thoughts. Will

values are all there.

directions and other signifiers rooted in Jewish

this memorial work? Can any such memorial

tradition and history. So why not Eisenman too?

generate the kind of living memory that can

Thirty years ago, leading Rabbis of the time

move people to think, to relate, to feel?

It

declared that each completion of the daily

If I am already here, I decided, I might as well ask.

occurred to me that G-d does not tell the Jewish

study of the Talmud every 2,711 days (about 7

Despite the increasingly heavy rain, I wandered

people to build memorials and monuments to

1⁄2 years) would be dedicated to the memory

around and found Eisenman posing for pictures

preserve memory. We seem to preserve memory

of the six million murdered Jews of Europe.

with the memorial as a backdrop. Excuse me, Mr.

in a dramatically different way - by eating matzah,

What could better serve as a memorial to those

Eisenman, does the number of columns have any

reciting Kiddush, sitting in Sukkot.

who perished than the collective memory of a

significance for you? He replied that the number

continuing, growing, living Jewish People?

was not only incidental, but accidental. He had

I returned to Paul Spiegel’s words, about

planned and hoped for much higher a number,

this memorial not being for us. He is right, I

So perhaps one can say that the Germans have

but it was reduced to approximately 2,700 due to

concluded. This memorial is not ours. Even Yad

their 2,711, and we have ours. Will theirs work?

various considerations. And 2,711 happened to

Vashem and other sites such as the preserved

Will their memorial indeed preserve memory?

be the final number. Where stretched symbolism

concentration camps, though they are important

These are important questions, but they are not

might have left me indifferent, the extraordinary

– even very important - they are not enough.

ours to answer. We have our own memorials to

coincidence could not. Mr. Eisenman, do you

Rather, to create living memory, says the Torah,

tend to.

Rabbi Josh Spinner lives in Berlin, Germany
with his wife and two daughters. He is the
Vice President of the Ronald S. Lauder
Foundation and the Director of the Beit
Midrash of Berlin, a Torah education
and outreach center for Jews in Central
Europe.
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So perhaps one can
say that the Germans
have their 2,711, and
we have ours.

know that the Talmud has exactly 2,711 pages?

continued from page 56

– striking the right balance and enjoying the best

Torah is about finding yourself in this one. The

of both worlds.

more you learn to tell the difference between
your body and your soul, the more spiritual

The Jewish approach is all about the relationship

But how do you tell the difference? How do you

you are certain to become as you find material

between your body and your soul and how they

know when you’re being led by your body and

pleasures paling in comparison to the spiritual

are meant to work together. Spirituality is not a

when by your soul? While we’ve all seen our

pleasures you learn to enjoy.

yes-or-no proposition as suggested by the title of

bodies and we know what they want and need,

this quiz. It’s all about a choice.

none of us has ever seen a soul. How do we get

Spirituality is worth searching for with every

to know our soul? How can we know when

resource you have if you just make sure you’re

In the Jewish tradition, I’ve learned, the

our ideas are being influenced by our physical

looking for it in the right place.

human being consists of both spiritual and

needs or desires and not by our purest personal

physical components, and what matters most

judgment? How can we distinguish between

is the relationship we create between them.

exciting experiences that, inspired by our bodies,

Throughout our lives we choose: to follow the

will ultimately lose our interest and growth that

body or the soul? Sometimes we must follow

is meaningful and destined to last?

through our soul that we can experience the

Now these are spiritual questions we can work

infinite pleasure created for us. But left alone,

with. These are questions that call upon us to

our bodies take over and our soul slinks into the

know our true selves, to face the animal drives

shadows or even gets lost. It is our choice and

that pull us down and to embrace the inner “I”

our challenge to engage this inner struggle and

that thirsts for meaning and presence. Far from

identify with our soul first and our body second

losing yourself in another world, the way of the
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the body, most of the time the soul. It is only

an interview with

jennifer schwartz
scottsdale, az

Wylie
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What kind of Jewish learning are you doing? How has
it affected you?

After working as commercial litigation

Jennifer

Growing up in a relatively secular Jewish home,

attorney for three years, Jennifer chose to

I started more serious Jewish learning much later

dedicate her time to extraordinary community

in life. Over the past several years, I have had the

activism, motherhood and, most recently, to a

good fortune of learning with wonderful rabbis and

path of Jewish learning she finds extremely

rebbetzins in our community. For example, we have

rewarding and purposeful.

a group of preschool moms who learn weekly with a
local Kollel Rabbi at our Jewish Community Campus
in Scottsdale.

Wylie Silverstein recently met with her in Scottsdale.
The Kollel rabbis, for whom I have great respect, have
Wylie

11

Jennifer

You have been exceptionally active in the Jewish

encouraged me to ask my questions (and I have

community – what inspired you to become so

many) and have provided me with answers that

involved?

make sense. They have taught me so much about

My husband’s parents Marcia and Michael Schwarz

our religion and how to slowly incorporate Judaism

have truly shaped my Jewish community involvement.

into my life. This learning has made me much more

They have set a wonderful example of how important

open-minded because I have realized that there is so

it is to contribute financially and to volunteer for Jewish

much I do not know about our religion and history.

organizations. I have learned from them that if we, as

How can I judge what I do not know? I look forward

members of the Jewish community, do not support

to continuing on my path of Jewish learning—a

our Jewish organizations, then who will? They believe

journey that I have found extremely rewarding and

that giving to others is more important than acquiring

purposeful.

material possessions for themselves.

Their example

has inspired me and will continue L’Dor V’Dor, from

Wylie

with your children?

generation to generation, as we teach these values
to our children.

What Jewish messages do you work hardest at sharing

Jennifer

My husband and I strongly believe in the Jewish
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values of tzedakah (justice/righteousness), tikun olam
Wylie

What was your best Jewish experience as a child?

(repair of the world) and chesed (loving-kindness).

Jennifer

As a child growing up in a very Jewish part of Los

We feel so blessed to have a wonderful family in a

Angeles, my family took our Judaism for granted. It

loving Jewish home. It is so important to us that our

was not until my first trip to Israel the summer after high

children appreciate our blessings and understand our

school when I really began to understand the power

obligation to help others who are less fortunate.

and importance of Judaism in my life. When I stood
at the Kotel (Western Wall) in Jerusalem, something

For example, at our suggestion, our 5-year-old son

sparked inside of me and set me on my Jewish

Max chooses to sacrifice receiving birthday gifts

journey—a journey that continues today.

from his friends and instead collects books and art
supplies to help less fortunate children through a local
Jewish organization. These small acts of tzedakah can
change lives — the lives of the people who benefit

from the donation and the lives of our own children,
who will hopefully grow up having a healthy sense of
purpose and an understanding that life is about more
than themselves.
Wylie

What are your hopes for your own Jewish community
for the next 10 years?

Jennifer

The

Greater

Phoenix

area

has

S E G A L’ S

experienced

tremendous growth in its Jewish population over the
last decade. With this growth, we have seen many

KOSHER FOODS

positive Jewish enhancements in the community - the
Ina Levine Jewish Community Campus, the Phoenix
Community Kollel, and Aish Hatorah of Scottsdale to
name a few.

t Full service restaurant

Unlike many established communities, we have much
more work to do, for example, in providing services
for the elderly, establishing more expansive Jewish

t Largest selection of kosher
wines in the valley

education, and supporting kosher facilities for the
whole community. It is also critically important that
we support our local Federation, an umbrella for
fundraising for these and other important needs.

t Meats, poultry, deli, frozen
foods, groceries

A Jewish community is only as strong as its members’
contributions. My hope for Phoenix in the next 10
years is that more people will participate in all that

t Shabbos take out food

our community has to offer, while, at the same time,
we will each identify ways we can contribute to help
make our community stronger.

t Party platters and catering

Jennifer was one of this year’s five recipients of the Phoenix

Center’s J-Team Strategic Planning for Early Childhood Education
and the Preschool Task Force. She was the recipient of the Lee
Amada Young Leadership Award in 2002 and 2003.
She has also found time own and to operate Max’s Room, an online baby gift business (www.maxsroom.com). Her highest priority
remains her family – husband Steven, son Max, and daughters Kori
and newborn Emma.
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of projects and committees including the Jewish Community

3

Young Leadership Division Campaign and involvement in dozens

R

RIENC

the Young Leadership Division, acting as Co-Vice President of the

E

the National Young Leadership Cabinet as the Cabinet Liaison for

S EXP

4818 North 7th Street
Phoenix, AZ 85014
602 285-1515
segalkosh@aol.com
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the Jewish Federation of Greater Phoenix includes participation in

E

Community Kollel’s Am Echad award for Jewish Unity. Her work for

editor

from the

Are You Spiritual?

by Rabbi Dovid Goldman

As a student (and teacher) of Jewish spirituality, my first instinct was to
study the questions again (humility, I think, ought to be at the beginning of
any meaningful path). Contrary to what my score implies, I am not skeptical.
Perhaps I’m missing something that I can learn from this quiz, I thought. I
am a critical thinker, though, and quickly found myself wondering what
could possibly have led this individual to his understanding of spirituality.

O

ne of the truly uplifting trends in today’s society is the renewed

Am I a spiritual failure if I don’t “seem to other people like I am in

interest so many of us seem to be having in spiritual living. To

another world” or “lose awareness of the passage of time” or “believe I

me, it means we are starting to care about our lives in a more

have experienced extrasensory perception”? Must I “love the blooming of

personal way. It means we are thinking less about values outside ourselves

flowers in the spring as much as seeing an old friend again”? Do I really

and more about who we are and what life is really about. I am a far bigger

have to “often be called ‘absent-minded’” and “seem to have a ‘sixth sense’

fan of the human being than of anything else on this planet - if we are

that sometimes allows me to know what is going to happen?” To my mind,

finally starting to concentrate on ourselves more than on all those appealing

this quiz seems designed less to identify the spiritual than the flighty. Is this

distractions out there, I think we’re taking a giant step forward.

really what non-Jewish spirituality is about? Is this what thoughtful people
should be striving for?
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There’s one little problem. If asked, would you say you have a fairly good
idea what the word “spiritual” means? More directly, would you say you

Though I’m not especially impressed with the spiritual values suggested

have any idea what the word “spiritual” means? I have been following this

by this quiz, I am not here to criticize it – just to draw attention to the

in the media recently and it is becoming increasingly apparent that as much

challenge we face in knowing what we are looking for. We certainly don’t

as we try to become more spiritual, we can’t get past the annoying little

want to begin (or end) our exploration of the spiritual with a faulty picture

problem that we have no idea what it is.

of what it is.

Time Magazine (October 25, 2004) recently offered a quiz designed to

The Jewish tradition, as it happens, has an especially clear approach to

answer the question, “Are You Spiritual?” The quiz is attributed to C. Robert

spirituality – one with a very different focus from C. Robert Cloninger’s. It’s

Cloninger of the Sansone Family Center for Well-Being at Washington

an approach that opens up a compelling path before us to grow as a person

University in St. Louis, Missouri - obviously an expert in spirituality.Thinking

on every level – intellectually, emotionally, personally and socially as well as

myself to be a highly spiritual person, I took the quiz with expectations of

spiritually. It teaches us how to connect with the world we live in rather

approaching the maximum score of 20.A few minutes later, having carefully

than to disconnect from it and it offers a whole world of insight into the

graded my responses and recorded my score, I found myself looking at the

most awesome creation on this planet - you.

number “2”, though without the zero next to it I was hoping for. According
to C. Robert Cloninger, I come in as “highly skeptical, resistant to developing
spiritual awareness” - several points below “a practical empiricist, lacking
self-transcendence.”

continued on page 53
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